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PREFACE 
This study empirically applies durable resource theory in the 
investment/disinvestment of farm machinery on a hypothetical farm in 
Northcentral Oklahoma. A key aspect of the durable replacement model 
used is the recognition of all cost and returns attributable to the 
durable. The effects of forecasted returns, repair costs, salvage 
values, farm size, tax considerations, and uncertainty on the optimal 
economic investment/disinvestment decision are examined. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purchase of a tractor and complements is a major investment 
for farmers. A farmer must make the decision at the appropriate time 
to disinvest in one durable resource and reinvest in another. The 
magnitude of a durable's value in use and the optimal replacement 
date is affected by such factors as the amount the durable is used 
during each production period, the price of the product produced, the 
cost of inputs, cost of maintenance, and the number of years of 
expected use (Baquet, 1980). 
The intent of this study is to determine the effect of these 
factors on the optimal investment/disinvestment decision. Figures 1 
and 2 illustrate the trends in use and prices of selected farm inputs. 
Farm machinery prices have increased at a faster rate than all other 
inputs excluding farm real estate. The use of machinery has also 
increased during this time period, with machinery and chemicals having 
the largest increases, and use of labor continuing its long-run decline. 
The number of tractors in the United States has actually only increased 
30 percent since 1950; however, during this time period tractor 
horsepower increased 150 percent (Schertz, 1979). 
Oklahoma farmers have been subject to large fluctuations in those 
variables which affect the durable investment/disinvestment decision. 
Farm income, which is a function of output prices, yields, and input 
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Figure 1. Trend in Use of Selected Farm Inputs 
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costs, is shown in Figure 3. During the past ten years net farm income 
in Oklahoma has ranged from a high of 730 million in 1973 to a low 
of 118 million in 1977. 
The Problem 
Past studies concerning the economic life of a durable resource 
and the investment/disinvestment decision assumed a constant usage rate 
(stock concept) of the durable (Smith. 1957; Yotopoulas, 1967; Perrin, 
1972). This was assumed either because of availability of data or the 
inability to deal with uncertainties that arise when using a flow 
concept. 
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Idachaba (1972) and Baquet (1978) explicitly recognized the need 
for variable usage rates in durable resource investment/disinvestment 
decisions in U.S. agriculture. Robision (1980) recently detailed all 
costs which should be considered when taking into consideration variable 
usage and incorporated them into a theoretical investment/disinvestment 
resource model. Empirical research that tests the workability and makes 
use of the theoretical concepts developed by Robison is now needed to 
further the development of durable resource theory and broaden its 
applications. 
The empirical testing of durable investment/disinvestment concepts 
and procedures will contribute to the development and understanding of 
durable. resource theory. Farmers in Oklahoma will benefit from a study 
of this nature by an increased knowledge of all cost associated with the 
ownership of durables and the effects of various parameters on the 
investment/disinvestment decision. This increased knowledge will lead 
to more informed, logical durable resource replacement decisions. 
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Objectives and Procedures 
The main objective of this study is to empirically test the 
durable investment/disinvestment model developed by Robison (1980). 
Specifically, its usefulness to Oklahoma farmers in making investment/ 
disinvestment decisions for farm machinery will be examined. The 
procedures used involve projecting net returns to machinery for a 
hypothetical farm in Northcentral Oklahoma and applying the model 
to arrive at an optimal investment/disinvestment decision. Other 
objectives and procedures are: 
1. To project returns to machinery for a hypothetical farm in 
Northcental Oklahoma for the period 1981 to 1995. Forecasting 
techniques will be used to project future variable costs, machinery 
costs, crop yields, and crop prices. 
2. To incorporate the new tax regulations from the 1981 Economic 
Recovery Tax Act into the investme:i.t/disinvestment model. Procedures 
involve incorporating taxes, tax investment credits, and tax deductions 
into the estimated net returns to machinery. 
3. To determine the effects of changes in various parameters 
and economic conditions, the model will be used to conduct sensitivity 
tests with regard to the various parameters which reflect the economic 
conditions faced by the firm, Forecasting techniques and assumptions 
5 
of parameters will be used in developing a base solution, Key variables 
such as expected returns, machinery repair costs, salvage values, and 
machinery tax costs will then be varied to examine the changes which 
occur in the investment/disinvestment decision in comparison to the 
base solution, 
4. To address the issue of uncertainty in durable resource 
investment/disinvestment. Since future net returns to machinery, 
salvage values, repair costs, and other variables which affect the 
investment/disinvestment model are not known with perfect knowledge, 
several simulations based on probabilities, distribution intervals, 
and random occurrences will be presented. Several replacement criteria 
will be tested in this section due to the inconsistency of the 
analytic model in determining the optimal replacement period with 
stochastic returns to machinery. 
Organization of Remaining Chapters 
The organization of the remaining chapters of this study is 
as follows: 
Chapter II reviews the literature used in this study concerning 
durable resource replacement. The first section presents economic 
resource theory as presented by Leftwich (1979). Perfect competition 
is assumed in the buying and selling of resources. The second section 
examines fixed asset theory. The third section presents analytic 
frameworks for solving durable investment/disinvestment problems as 
developed by Faris (1961), Baquet (1980), and Robison (1980). The 
chapter concludes with an investment/disinvestment durable resource 
model by Robsion. 
Chapter III specifies the assumptions and procedures used in the 
development of the replacement model, The first section outlines 
the linear progrannning constraints and procedures used for forecasting 
gross returns to machinery. The second section explains repair and 
maintenance cost calculations. Following this is a review of the 
6 
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 as it pertains to the durable 
investment/disinvestment decision. The chapter concludes with an 
explanation of the assumptions made in estimating returns to machinery 
to be applied in the durable replacement model. 
Chapter IV applies the procedures and assumptions outlined in 
previous chapters and determines an optimal replacement period. From 
this initial application. gross returns, repair costs, salvage values, 
and taxes are independently varied in order to determine the effect 
each of these variables has on the optimal replacement decision. 
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Chapter V incorporates uncertainty and random returns into the 
model. Probabilities are assigned to gross returns, salvage values, and 
repair costs. 100 simulations are them estimated by use of a random 
number generator and the assigned probabilities. Several replacement 
criteria are analyzed in determining the optimal replacement decision 
with variable returns to machinery. 
Chapter VI summarizes the procedures used in the development of 
the model, the conclusions reached, and suggests further research needs 
in the empirical study of durable resource replacement. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF DURABLE RESOURCE THEORY 
The following chapter is a review of durable resource theory 
relating to this study. The first section reviews economic theory 
concerning the valuation of resources as presented by Leftwich 
(1979). A brief examination of resource employment and pricing at 
the firm and the market level will be presented with the aid of 
graphs. This section relates how the investment and production 
decisions made by other firms in the industry affect the market 
demand faced by an individual firm. 
The second section critiques fixed asset theory. Fixed asset 
theory as developed by Johnson (1971) and others is based on the 
divergence between the acquisition price and the salvage price of a 
durable resource. Fixed asset theory contributed greatly to the 
development of durable resource study by recognizing the importance 
to prof it maximizing firms of disinvestment in durable assets in an 
optimal manner. 
In the third section an analytic framework is developed for 
solving durable investment problems. A durable replacement model by 
Faris (1960) is illustrated. Secondly a production process which 
allows for varying rates of extraction of services developed by 
Baquet (1980) is presented. In the third part all costs of 
ownership associated with a durable are outlined in detail. This 
8 
section concludes with a presentation of an investment/disinvestment 
durable resource model developed by Robison (1980). 
Pricing and Employment of a Given Resource 
The following explanation applies to the pricing and employment 
of variable resources. Perfect competition is assumed in both the 
buying and selling of resources. 
The demand curve for a variable resource shows the different 
quantities of the resource taken at various prices. Figure 4 
illustrates the concept that should be used by profit maximizing 
firms in perfectly competitive markets. Marginal revenue product is 
the change in a firm's total receipts when it changes the employment 
level of some resource A. It is computed by multiplying the marginal 
physical product of A times the marginal revenue of product X. The 
marginal value product curve is downward sloping because in Stage II 
for resource A marginal physical product of A declines as larger 
amounts of A are applied. The profit maximizing level of employment 
of resource A by a firm is that level at which marginal revenue 
product of resource A equals the price of the resource. If resource 
A is the only variable resource employed, the marginal revenue product 
curve is the firm's demand schedule for resource A. 
When a firm uses more than one variable resource, its demand 
curve is no longer the marginal revenue product of the resource. 
This is shown in Figure 5. When several variable resources are used 
by the firm, a change in the price of one resource, holding others 
constant, will change the quantities used of other resources and 
these changes in turn will affect the use of the one resource. 
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Referring to Figure 5, given A is the only variable resource, the 
profit maximizing firm will utilize quantity a1 at a price Pal• 
. ' If the price of a falls to Paz, firms would tend to move to a1 • 
However, this increase in the use of resource A will increase the 
use of complement resources and decrease the use of substitute 
resources. These changes in the use of other resources shift the 
use of resource A to the right. Point M, where MVP = Paz is the 
new profit maximizing level at price Paz. Each change in the use 
of other variable resources will result in a different marginal 
value product curve for resource A. Price shifts as the one shown 
will establish a firm demand curve for resource A such as dd. 
Figure 6 illustrates the market demand for a resource. A 
summation of individual firm's demand curves for resource a is 
incorrect, for although one firm in a perfectly competitive market 
cannot alter price, many firms acting simultaneously will affect the 
price of output. Given demand curve did1 and price pa1 the firm 
will demand al and the market quantity will be A1 • If the price 
of A falls to Paz, each firm will increase the use of A and expand 
output. However as all firms expand output, industry output increases 
and market price of products falls. With the price of products falling, 
the firm's demand curve for resource A shifts to the left. Thus the 
firm emplys quantity a2 of resource A at price Paz, instead of quantity 
I 
a 1 • With each firm making similar adjustments in order to achieve a 
least-cost combination of resources, a point such as R can be determined 
for the market demand curve. Other points can be determined in this 
manner so that market demand curves for resource A such as DaDa can 
be determined. 
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Figure 6. The Market Demand for a Resource 
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Figure 7 illustrates how prices for resource A are determined. 
The market supply for resource A shows the different quantities per 
unit of time of resource A sellers will off er at different prices 
and is generally upward sloping to the right. Market demand DaDa 
shows the different quantities per unit of time of resource A buyers 
will demand at different prices. Equilibrium price is at the 
intersection of supply and demand with a price Pa and quantity A. 
At a higher price, supply of resource A will be greater than demand, 
and price will be driven down. At a price below Pa, resource demand 
is greater than resource supply, and prices will be driven up. At a 
price Pa, the individual firm can get as much of resource A as it 
wants. A single firm cannot affect price Pa, thus the horizontal 
line at the equilibrium price is the resource supply curve facing 
the firm. Assuming at price Pa dd is the demand curve for the firm, 
the firm will utilize resource quantity a. At this level, marginal 
revenue product of resource a = Pa for the firm. 
Economic Rent 
In the short run, some resources are fixed to the firm. Since 
these fixed resources are not free to move to other employments, the 
preceding resource theory does not apply. Fixed resources are paid 
whatever is left after variable resources are paid what is necessary 
to keep them employed by a particular firm. The amount left for fixed 
resources is called economic rent. 
Figure 8 illustrates this concept. With a price p the firm will 
produce output x. Total cost of the variable resources if OvAx. 
This is the outlay necessary if the firm is to hold its variable 
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Figure 8. Economic Rent 
resources. At any outlay less than this, the variable resources 
would go to alternative uses. The economic rent, or returns above 
total variable cost left to cover fixed cost, is vpBA. Rents may be 
greater, equal, or less than the firm's fi.~ed cost. When rent is 
greater than fixed cost the firm is earning pure prof its; when equal, 
the firm is making normal profits, and when less than fixed cost the 
firm is incurring a loss. 
Fixed Asset Theory 
A profit-maximizing firm selling in a competitive market 'Will 
apply a resource in the production of a product X until the value of 
the marginal product (VMP) equals marginal factor cost which is the 
price of resource a in a competitve market. Fixed asset theory as 
developed by Johnson(l971) and others is based on the divergence 
between the acquisition price and the salvage price of a resource. 
Figure 9 illustrates this concept for a single variable resource. 
The w""ithin-firm opportunity cost Px1 (O.C.) is assumed to exceed the 
salvage value Px1 (salv.). ·with initial condition VMP = Px1 (acq.) 
the firm acquires amount a of resource x. If the product price falls 
to ~1P 2 , fixed asset theory states resource x is fixed because VMP at 
quantity Oa is less than the price of acquisition and greater than 
price of salvage. Thus, it is concluded that resources are 'trapped' 
16 
i...~ production since Px (acq.) is greater than VMP which is greater than 
Px (salv.) and no adjustment in resource use should be undertaken. 
Johnson (1981) arques that the conclusion of low resource returns 
due to resources being trapped in production as explained by fixed 
asset theory is incorrect due to the use of acquisition cost as the 
' 
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Source: Marc A. Johnson and E.C. Paseur, Jr. (1981). 
Figure 9. Fixed Asset Theory 
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Px1 (scitv) 
opportunity cost of a resource. Opportunity cost is the value of 
a resource in the best alternative use. Once a resource is purchased, 
the price of acquisition is a sunk cost and is no longer relevant in 
the decision of resource use. For a single-product firm, the 
opportunity cost of an owned resource is the market salvage value. 
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For a multiple product firm, the opportunity cost of an owned resource 
is the value in the best alternative use. Thus. resources are attracted 
to the use for which they have the greatest value and rates of return 
in use are competitive with current alternatives. 
Replacement Model Based on Net Returns 
Bu using actual or estimated data, cost and revenue functions 
may be estimated. Subtracting cost from gross returns of the firm 
results in the information upon which total, average, and marginal 
net revenue curves are computed. It is extremely important to keep 
in mind that net revenue curves are used in the replacement model 
bu Faris (1960). 
Total, average, and marginal net revenue curves are shown in 
Figure 10. The important concept illustrated in this model is that 
maximizing average net revenue over time for the firm is different 
than maximizing net revenue for a single time period. Maximizing 
net revenue from a nondurable resource occurs at point b on Figure 10, 
in which total net revenue (TNR) is at a maximum and marginal net 
revenue (MNR) equals zero. Maximum net revenue from a durable 
resource occurs at point a. Geometrically point a is found at the 
point in which a straight ray from the origin is just tangent to the 
total net revenue curve. At this point average net revenue over 
$ 
/ 
Figure 10. Maximization of Average 
Net Revenue 
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time is at a maximum, and average net revenue equals marginal net 
revenue. 
The preceding discussion assumes a short production period. By 
introducing a long production period net revenues must be discounted 
in order to reflect time preferences. Time preference takes into 
account opportunity cost by assuming that a sum of money received or 
paid at the present time is worth more than the same sum of money at 
some point in the future. To reflect time preference, Faris (1960) 
restates the principle of optimum replacement for enterprises with 
a long production period with revenues being realized throughout 
the life of the asset as: 
The optimum time to replace is when the marginal net revenue 
from the present enterprise is equal to the highest amortized 
present value of anticipated net revenue from the following 
enterprise (p. 766). 
If, as Robison (1980) does in a following section, it is assumed 
that the current and future durables have identical net revenues, the 
marginal net revenue may be compared to the amortized present value of 
the net revenue of the present durable. 
A Theory of Production, Investment, 
and Disinvestment 
Past studies concerning the economic life of a durable resource 
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and the investment/disinvestment decision have assumed a constant usage 
rate (stock concept) of the durable (Yotopoulos, 1957; Perrin, 1967; 
and Smith, 1972). This was assumed either because of availability of 
data or the inability to deal with uncertainties that arise when using 
a flow concept. In the theoretical model developed by Baquet (1980) 
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below, both durable assets and the flow of services from the durable 
are inputs in the production process. Varying extraction rates are 
allowed for in determining the optimal amount of services to be 
extracted from the durable in each production period. 
The production process in this model is specified as vertically 
integrated. The determination of the flow of services from durables 
is specified at one level. This service flow is then computed into 
the production function to determine output. The expected future 
use of the durables determines the investment/disinvestment decision. 
A diagrammatic representation of this process for a production process 
using one durable is presented in Figure 11. 
Mathematically, the physical production process in Figure 11 
is illustrated in the following three equations: 
where 
Zt = g(Xzt• Dt) 
TD= h(Z1, ••. , ztt•••t ZTH, X31••••t x3t''"'' x3TH 
t = quantity of nondurable inputs Xi used in pnoduction 
of Yt in time period t, 
Xzt quantity of nondurable inputs Xz used in combination 
with durable D in time period t, 
Zt = quantity of ervices generated from Dt used in production 
of Y in time period t, 
TD physical life of durable, 
x3t = aggregated maintenance variable in time period t, 
TH = planning horizon for the firm. 
Equation (1) is a standard representation of a production 
process with flow variables as inputs. Equation (2) is a production 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Production 
Process 
Source: Alan E. Baquet (1980). 
Figure 11. Two Tiered Vertically Integrated 
Production Process 
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relationship which indicates that service flows from a durable 
asset are generated or produced according to the function G(.) by 
using one nondurable input (a flow variable) with a given stock of 
the durable asset. Thus both stocks and flows are needed at this 
level of integration. Equation (3) relates the physical life of 
the durable to the services extracted and the maintenance performed 
during each year of its life. 
Specification of the production process in the above manner 
allows the rate of use of durable assets to be variable. It allows 
for the investment/disinvestment in durables to be determined 
simultaneously with the production activities associated with the 
durable. 
Objective Function 
The objective function developed by Baquet (1980) assumes that 
the firm operates in each time period to maximize current profits 
plus the change in the net present value of the durable asset. 
This objective functions is defined as follows; 
where 
Gt = PYtyt - PXltxlt - PxztX3t - TUCn(Zt) 
- FCt + a(Dt - D0 t) 
PYt 
pxjt 
= 
= 
price received for Y in time period t, 
price paid for nondurable xj in time period t, 
j=l.2,3, 
total use cost of extracting services Zt in time 
period t, 
= fixed cost associated with the durable in time 
period t, (the 11 0 11 rotation refers to initial 
levels), 
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(4) 
a = gain in net present value of a unit of the 
durable. 
The total user cost concept of a durable is a critical variable 
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in this objective function and a detailed examination by Robison (1980). 
is presented in the following section. 
Maximizing equation (4) subject to (1) through (3) involves 
determining the optimal production, service generation, and investment/ 
disinvestment activities. The determination of the investment/ 
disinvestment activities will be presented following the explanation 
of durable ownership cost. Determining the optimal production and 
service generation activities involves maximizing the following 
Lagrangian expression: 
L = PytYCX1t•Zt) - PXltxlt - Px2tX2t 
px3tx3t - TUCn(Zt) - FC - A1t<Yt - f(Xlt•Zt)) -
~ztCZt - g(XztlDt)) - ~3tCTdh(Z1,···· ZTh• 
Upon taking the required partial derivatives, equating them 
Nit~ zero, and making appropriate substitutions, the following 
necessary conditions are derived. 
"O oY _ p 
• t -
vt·-- xl'" 
· -;xl c ... 
p 
:dt 
~z 
t 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
()Y p p 
p t MUCN(Z ) + x2t x3t Clh yt azt i:' t ----azt ah azt 
ax2t ax3t 
Equation (6) indicates. that the optimal quan~:i.ty of x1 t to 
use is determined by equating the value of its marginal product to 
its price. Equation (7) states that the optimal quantity of x2t to 
use involves having the instrumental marginal value product equal 
to the marginal cost of using x2t. The marginal cost of x2t is 
respectively the price of Xzt plus the marginal user cost of the 
services generated by using Xzt plus the increased maintenance costs 
which must be incurred as a result of using the durable. 
For x3t, equation (8) indicates that the net marginal value of 
maintenance should be equated to the marginal factor cost of 
maintenance, The net value of a unit of maintenance is given in the 
square brackets in equation (8). 
Equations (6) through (8) state the marginal conditions for the 
optimal levels. of Xlt• Xzt• and XJt• respectively. For 
services from the durable, equation (9) indicates that the value 
of the marginal product of services should be equated with the 
marginal cost of acquiring services. This marginal cost is composed 
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(9) 
of the.marginal user cost, the weighted cost of acquiring x2t, and the 
weighted cost of increased maintenance. 
The simultaneous solution of equations (6) through (9) for each 
t. t=l~·~·~ TH will yield the optimal production activities for the 
firm with its initial endowment of Dt• The following section critiques 
durable ownership cost and presents an investment/disinvestment 
model developed by Robison (1980). 
Durable Ownership Cost 
Definition of a Durable 
For an arbitrarily defined period. non-durable assets are used 
up, i.e., do not exist in the same form after a single period. 
Durable assets are not used up, they exist in nearly the same form 
for more than one time period. This one characteristic is the only 
distinguising feature differentiating durable from nondurable 
resources in this study. The distinction between durables and 
nondurables based on its existence over an arbitrarily defined time 
period allows the decision maker himself to determine which assets 
are durable based on his relevant planning horizon. 
If nondurable assets do not have a life beyond a single time 
period, then their costs are the costs associated with their 
acquisition and use. If durable assets have a life beyond a single 
period. then there are costs associated with their acquisition and 
use plus costs of ownership over time. The following is a summary 
of all costs which result from the ownership of a durable resource 
as presented by Robison (1980). 
Cost of Owning a Durable Resource 
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The cost of owning a durable resource can be divided into three 
categories. These are: (1) those current period cost incurred 
because of changes in the capacity of the resource to deliver services, 
either as a result of use or the passage of time - capacity cost; 
(2) costs that occur as a result of holding an inventory of 
extractable services over time - inventory cost; and (3) those future 
period costs (benefits) resulting from current-period use decisions -
indirect capacity costs, Each of these costs are examined below. 
Capacity Costs Associated with Durable Assets 
There are three categories of capacity cost associated with a 
durable: (1) costs that occur as a result of use, called direct 
user costs; (2) those that occur as a result of time, called capacity 
time costs; and (3) those that occur as a result of maintenance, 
called maintenance costs. These costs are examined below. 
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Direct User and Capacity Time Costs, Direct user cost is the 
replacement cost of an asset used up. In the case of nondurable assets 
used up in a single time period, the direct user cost equals its 
acquisition price. This price, a cost to the finn, is a charge for 
converting the asset from an input to an output through a production 
process. There is a similar cost association with using a durable 
asset in a production process; however, the measurement of the durable's 
capacity used up is more complicated than measuring the value of 
nondurable assets because of (a) prices change over time and (b} the 
quality of the durable may be altered as a result of time, maintenance, 
and use. 
Three measurements help conceptualize the measurement of user 
and capacity cost. Operating capacity is defined as the potential 
rate at which services can be extracted from the durable. Rated 
capacity is defined as the operating capacity which minimizes the 
average loss in lifetime capacity. Lifetime capacity is defined as 
the total amount of services available from the durable if services 
are extracted at the durable's rated capacity. The lifetime capacity 
depends on (1) operating capacities used to extract services from 
the durable, (2) conditions under which services are extracted, 
e.g. weather, (3) maintenance, both scheduled and unscheduled, 
(4) quality of inputs used in combination with the durable, and 
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(S) time interval over which the services are extracted. The operating 
capacity used in the current period may also influence the operating 
capacities available in the future. 
The measurement of costs above is physically dependent upon the 
durable and the services it can deliver. For the development of a 
model which determines the economic optimal life of the durable it 
is necessary to value in dollars the cost of using up the durable 
or altering its capacity to deliver services through time. The 
acquisition price, if the durable is being purchased, or the salvage 
price, if the durable is already owned by the firm, reflects the 
present value of services expected from the durable. As explained 
in the examination of fixed asset theory, a firm determines a maximum 
bid price for a durable based on expected services and acquires it if 
the value determined is higher than the acquisition cost. As services 
are extracted from the durable, the value in use is continually 
compared to the market price and the durable is retained by the 
firm as long as the value in use exceeds the market or salvage price. 
Thus the change in the durable's salvage price associated with using 
up the durable reflects the cost, a direct user cost and time capacity 
cost, incurred by the firm in order to extract services from the 
durable. 
Maintenance Cost. The third capacity cost identified is 
maintenance cost. Maintenance is a cost that is designed to alter the 
losses in lifetime capacity associated with time and use. With 
complete maintenance, it is theoretically possible to extend the 
life of an asset indefinitely (Baquet, 1980). Because the services 
derived from maintenance may extend beyond a single time period, 
maintenance itself may be considered a durable investment. 
Inventory Costs. Because a durable has a life beyond a single 
period, it generates benefits and costs in common with all inventories 
of assets. Two inventory costs, time depreciation and control costs, 
are identifed below. 
Time depreciation cost is the difference between acquisition 
and salvage price in the period the durable is acquired and the 
change in the asset's salvage price in later periods as a result of 
factors other than changes in capacity discussed in the preceding 
sections. Time depreciation costs are the result of changes in 
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demand for the durable and/or the output produced from the durable's 
services. Inflation may also change prices in general and the durable's 
in particular. Also. the durable's value may change over time 
because the market in which the durable is traded is not perfect. 
These external pricing considerations should be entered into the 
firm's cost considerations by valuing the remaining lifetime capacity 
of the durable according to its opportunity cost. If the durable is 
owned by the firm, then it has two alternatives; to keep it or to sell 
it. If the firm keeps the durable, then one opportunity cost is the 
change in the salvage price of the durable between periods. This cost 
is referred to as time depreciation cost. 
To hold an asset cormnits resources to those assets. Thus funds 
used to purchase resources are not available for investment elsewhere. 
This opportunity cost is referred to as control cost. If equity funds 
are involved, the control cost is the foregone earnings on the next 
best investment opportunity. If borrowed funds are involved, the 
cost is the interest paid on the loan and the cost associated with a 
reduced credit reserve. 
Indirect Capacity Costs. The final category of cost associated 
with the ownership of a durable resource is indirect capacity cost. 
This category includes indirect user costs and replacement opportunity 
cost. 
Indirect user cost is that cost which measures the impact of 
current decisions to extract services from the durable on future 
control and time depreciation costs, Since control and time 
depreciation costs depend on the inventory of lifetime capacity 
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held, decisions to use up capacity in the current period simultaneously 
affect time depreciation and control costs in the future. Current 
period decisions may alter the time when the durable is replaced or 
salvaged. Replacement opportunity costs are the opportunities foregone 
by failure to replace. An example would be the continued use of a 
late model tractor. Replacement opportunity cost, for example, could 
be the fuel savings available from a more efficient tractor. 
Benefits from Durable 
Identifying both benefits and costs of extracting services from 
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a durable is a necessary step in determining the optimal investment/ 
disinvestment period. Costs of durable ownership have been developed. 
Expected benefits of durable ownership are the acquisition of services 
to be used for producing goods of at least equal value to the cost of 
durable ownership. Another benefit besides the sale of goods produced 
in some cases may be the appreciation in the price of the durable 
over time. 
Durable Investment/Disinvestment Model 
The investment/disinvestment model used in this study is based 
on the theoretical models and the costs and return definitions 
specified in previous sections. In applying the model, a 'best 
guess' as to the durable's economic life is required. From this a 
multiperiod gain function G is developed which reflects all returns 
and costs attributable to the durable. This gain function may be 
represented as: 
G = PylYl(l+r)-1 + PysY8 (l+r)-S - (10) 
where 
((TD+ DUC + CTC) +CC+ VC))(l+r)-1 -
((TD+ DUC + CTC) +CC+ VC))(l+r)-S 
y = 
total returns attributable to ~he services 
obtained from the durable to produce Y, 
output, 
price per unit of Y, 
TD = time depreciation cost which equals the 
change in salvage value attributable to 
changes in demand for the durable and/or 
output produced from the durable 1 s services, 
DUC direct user cost which equals the change in 
salvage value associated with using up of 
services generated by the durable, 
CTC = control time cost which equals the change in 
salvage value that occurs as a result of time, 
(TD + DUC + CTC)= total change in salvage value which represents 
time depreciation cost. direct user cost, and 
control time cost 9 
CC = control cost which represent the opportunity 
cost of controlling the asset, 
VC variable cost of production, 
r = discount rate. 
The gain function developed above represents net returns 
attributable to the asset for its estimated life. The current period 
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is designated as period 1 and the last period as period s. Net returns 
in each period are computed by subtracting from gross returns; direct 
user cost, capacity time cost, time depreciation cost, control cost, 
and variable cost. The remainder should equal returns resulting 
only from services generated by the durable. Since the economic life 
of the durable depends on the economic life of all durables in the 
future, it is assumed that the returns attributable to future durables 
are identical to the first. 
The optimal economic life of the durable may be found by examining 
the relationship below; 
where 
g(s) > r(l-(l+r)-s)-lG 
g(s) net returns attributable to the durable .in 
each period, 
r = discount rate, 
s = time period, 
(ll) 
G = multi-period gain function, 
r(l-(l+r)-S)-lG = annualized average return. 
If g(s) is greater than r(l-(l+r)-s)-lG is true, the marginal 
contribution of the durable in the last period exceeds its annualized 
average of a replacement with an identical economic performance, 
so s should be increased. If g(s) is less than r(l-(l+r)-s)-lG, 
the last period's net gains reduced the annualized average and a 
higher annualized average return could be realized by shortening the 
economic life of the durable. 
Only if: 
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g(s) ~ r(l-(l+r)-s)-lG and g(s+l) < r(l-(l+r)-s-1)-1 (12) 
are true, has the optimal life of the durable been found, If more 
than one durable is under consideration, the durable with the largest 
annualized average return should be chosen and acquired if the net 
present value of G is positive, 
CHAPTER III 
MODEL SPECIFICATION 
The approach used in this study for determining optimal investment/ 
disinvestment of durable resources combines concepts developed by 
Baquet (1980) and Robison (1980). Baquet defines a production process 
which has both durable assets and the flow of services from the durables 
as inputs. Varying extraction rates are allowed for in determining 
the optimal life of the durable. Robison uses an iterative approach 
in which the optimal life of the durable is assumed to be known, 
(choosing s). By comparing the returns in the s-th period g(s) with 
the annualized average Gr(L-(l+r)-s, an optimal life period may be 
determined. If the last period's returns exceeds the annualized 
average of the multi-period gain function, the time period of analysis 
selected was too short and should be increased. If g(s) equals or 
exceeds Gr/(1-(l+r)-s and g(s+l) is less than Gr/(l-(l+r)-S-1), 
the optimal economic life of the resource has been found. 
A systems model with four major components was developed to test 
Robison's investment/disinvestment model (Figure 12). A linear 
programming subsystem determines optimal crop production given projected 
returns less variable cost/acre. After determining machinery usage 
each year from the linear progralTh~ing subsystem and Oklahoma State 
Enterprise Budget guidelines, the second subsystem computes durable 
asset ownership costs using 1980 American Agricultural Engineer 
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Linear Programming 
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Figure 12. Systems Design of Replacement Model 
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Yearbook equations and guidelines explained by Robison. The third 
subsystem separates returns to machinery from returns to other fixed 
factors of production and estimates the tax consequences of the 
machinery investment. The fourth subsystem computes the returns 
to the machinery complement throughout a fifteen year period and 
determines the optimal economic life of the machinery complment. 
Linear Programming SubsysteTI 
Linear programming is a useful procedure for optimizing an 
objective such as maximizing profits given projected gross returns, 
variable costs, and constraints. A hypothetical farm consisting of 
625 acres of potential cropland in Northcental Oklahoma was the base 
for testing the investment/disinvestment model in this study. Wheat 
is the major crop grown in Northcental Oklahoma, accounting 
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for 93 percent cf total cropland in 1980. However historical Oklahoma 
State Enterprise budgets show grain sorghum. as a potentially more 
profitable crop, thus these two crops will be considered in determining 
the optimal product combination. 
Assumptions and Data 
I.and. The hypothetical farm in :'.~orthcentral Oklahoma consists :Jf 
625 acres of potential cropland. 250 acres is classified as Class I 
land and 375 acres as Class II land. Class II land is assumed to 
produce ten percent less yields for any crop produced in any given 
year as compared to Class I land. 
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Labor and Capital, Technical coefficients as to labor hours needed 
to produce an acre of wheat or grain sorghum are given in Table I. 
These estimates are taken from Oklahoma State Enterprise budgets 
for Northcental Oklahoma. 3.3 hours of labor are needed to produce 
one acre of wheat at a labor cost of $13.20. An acre of grain sorghum 
requires 2.39 hours at a cost of $9.56. Monthly labor constraints 
assumed in this study were February, 200 hours, March, 250 hours, 
April, 250 hours, May 275 hours, June, 350 hours, July, 350 hours, 
August, 325 hours, September, 275 hours, and October, 270 hours. 
The enterprise is assumed to be able to meet projected variable cost 
in each production period. 
Gross Returns. Regression models for the base machinery 
replacement solution were estimated using gross returns as the 
dependent variable with year and year squared as the independent 
variables for the purpose of projecting wheat and grain sorghum 
returns/acre for the period 1982-1995 in Northcental Oklahoma. 
Equations estimated in the study were selected for use in the base 
solution on the basis of R2's. t-values, and standard errors. 
Chapter IV also examines the effect upon the replacement decision 
of using other returns and cost forecasting equations, 
Seasonal price and yield data for the years 1950-1980 were 
used in developing the equations. The equations along with R2 and 
standard deviations are listed below, T-values are listed in 
parenthesis below the parameters. 
TABLE I 
TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS AND COST OF PRODUCTION 
PER ACRE FOR ALTERNATIVE ACTIVITIES 
IN 1982 BASE PERIOD 
------------------
MONTH 
-
ACTIVITY JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT 
-----------·--
Hheat 
Labor 
Hours .0 .34 .o .0 .0 1.15 .68 .53 .6 
Grain 
Sorghum 
Labor 
Hours .0 .0 .51 .23 .27 .26 .47 .o .o 
Wheat 
Labor $ .0 l .36 .o .0 .0 4.6 2. 72 2.12 .o 
Grain 
Sorghum 
Labor $ .o .0 2.04 .92 1.08 1.04 1.88 .0 .0 
Source: Oklahoma State University Enterprise Budgets (1981). 
OCT NOV 
.o .o 
.65 .0 
2.4 .o 
2.6 .o 
DEC 
.0 
.o 
.o 
.0 
TOTAL 
3.30 
2.39 
$13.20 
$ 9.56 
VJ 
00 
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Dependent variable: Wheat gross returns/acre, Class I land 
Gross Returns/acre= 849.12 - 27.7 (year)+ .2346 (year)2 
(3.86) (-4.1) (4.59) 
R2 = .75 Standard Deviation= 20.32 
Dependent variable: Wheat gross returns/acre, Class II land 
Gross returns/acre = 764.31 - 24.94 (year) + .2111 (year)2 
(3.86) (-4.1) (4.59) 
. 75 Standard Deviation= 18.29 
Dependent variable: Grain sorghum gross returns/acre, Class I land 
Gross returns/acre= 337.04 - 12.19 (year) + .115 (year)2 
(2.22) (-2.62) (3.28) 
R2 = .82 Standard Deviation = 14.00 
Dependent variable: Grain sorghum gross returns/acre, Class II land 
Gross returns/acre= 334.18 - 11.96 (year) + .112 (year)2 
(2.51) (-2.92) (3.61) 
R2 = .83 Standard deviation= 12.30 
Variable Cost of Production. Variable inputs necessary for the 
production of an acre of wheat or grain sorghum were taken from 
1980 Oklahoma State Enterprise Budgets. Since Oklahoma State Enterprise 
Budgets are only available beginning in 1973, the following ?rocedure 
was used in projecting variable cost to coincide with the years of 
price and yield data used in generating expected gross returns for 
the period 1950 to 1980. 
Both Oklahoma Enterprise production cost data and United States 
Depart:nent of Agriculture total state 2::pense data are available 
for the period 1973-1980. Using data from this tirae period, regression 
equations for variable cost of production of wheat and grain sorghum 
were estimated with Oklahoma Budget Enterprise production data the 
dependent variable and total state expenses for seed, fertilizer, 
repair (inc~udes fuel and oil), and labor divided by total planted 
acres in Oklahoma the independent variable (Knowles. 1981). The 
source for the total state data is various issues of Oklahoma 
Agricultural Statistics. The estimated equations are given below: 
Dependent variable: Oklahoma Enterprise production cost, Wheat, 
Northcentral Oklahoma 
Production cost/acre = 13. 71 + 55.42 (_total state expenses ) ( 2 . 05 ) (4 . 18) total planted acres 
R2 = . 78 Standard deviation= 3.22 
Dependent variable: Oklahoma Enterprise production cost, Grain 
sorghum Northcentral Oklahoma 
Production Cost/acre = 10.12 + 38.87 (total state expenses ) 
(1.31) (2.52) total planted acres 
R2 = .56 Standard deviation= 3.73 
The above equations were used to extrapolate back to 1950 and 
generate variable costs of production. The generated variable costs 
for the period 1950-1972 and actual variable cost data for 1973-1980 
were used as data in predicting variable costs for the period 1981-
1995. The equations for predicting future variable costs are listed 
below. T-values are listed in parenthesis below the parameters. 
Dependent variable: Oklahoma Enterprise production cost, Wheat, 
~orthcentral Oklahoma 
Production cost/acre = 281.27 - 8.87 (year) + .0758 (year)2 
(5.78) (-5.94) (6.72) 
R2 = • 88 Standard deviation = 4.49 
Dependent variable: Oklahoma Enterprise production cost, Grain 
Sorghum, Northcentral Oklahoma 
Production cost/acre = 210.12 - 6.62 (year) + .0564 (year) 2 
(5.58) (-5.73) (6.45) 
R2 = .87 Standard deviation= 3.48 
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Repair and Maintenance Cost 
Repairs are usally the most variable component of machinery 
cost. Repair costs are influenced by a number of items including 
(1) management, (2) maintenance level, (3) machine variability, 
(4) variability in local cost for parts and labor, (5) the effects 
of climate and soils, (6) operating capacities and time interval 
at which services are extracted, and (7) the quality of inputs used 
in combination with the durable (Kletke, 1979; Robison, 1980). 
Figure 13 illustrates the reliability of machinery given a 
certain level of maintenance and repair. A machine given "good" 
care reaches an unsatisfactory level of reliability at about 80 to 
85 percent of its maximum life, while improper maintenance causes an 
unacceptable level of reliability at slighly higher than 50 percent 
of its estimated wear-out life. 
Repair cost calculations used this study are based on equations 
reported in the 1980 Agricultural Engineers Yearbook. These equations 
are shown in Table II. These equations are based on the accumulated 
yearly use of the machine (Table III), and the list price (Table IV). 
Annual machinery usage for each year is based on technical machinery 
usage coefficients in hours per acre for each activity taken from 
Oklahoma State University Enterprise Budgets (Table V), and the optimal 
cropping strategy obtained from the linear programming subsystem. Due 
to the nature of the projected returns estimated by the forecasting 
equations, the optimal planting strategy does not change during the 
replacement decision horizon. Thus, the annual machinery usage is 
constant in the base solution. Chapter V introduces random returns 
and variable machinery usage into the decision process by incorporating 
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TABLE II 
REPAIR ~1) MA.I.~TENANCE COST EQUATIONS 
Machine 
Tractors 
gasoline 
diesel 
LPG 
Moldboard ?lows 
Disk harrows 
Chisel plows and 
Field Cultivators 
Grain Drills 
Row Cultivators 
Sprayers 
Cost Equation 
0. 0183 x2.]59 
0.0120 x2.033 
0. 0131 
") 1 ') ') x ..... --
0.0700 xl.810 
0.0025 xl. 714 
0.0103 XL 400 
0.0359 x2.626 
0.0094 x2.201 
0.1232 xl. 400 
a. X = accumulated hours/1000 for tractors, 
acres/1000 for attac::ments. 
Source: American Society of Agricultural 
Engineers Farm :fachinery Management 
Committee (1980). 
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TABLE III 
MACHINERY USAGE - BASE SOLUTION* 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 
----
Tractor 914.39 914.39 914.39 914.39 914.39 
Tandum Disk 625 625 625 625 625 
Moldboard Plow 625 625 625 625 625 
Field Cultivator 210.67 210.67 210.67 210.67 210.67 
Springtooth 1250 1250 1250 1250 1250 
Drill 625 625 625 625 625 
Row Cultivator 414.33 414.33 414.33 414.33 414.33 
Sprayer 414.33 414.33 414.33 414.33 414.33 
1986 1987 
914.39 914.39 
625 625 
625 625 
210.67 210.67 
1250 1250 
625 625 
414.33 414.33 
414.33 414.33 
1988 
914.39 
625 
625 
210.67 
1250 
625 
414.33 
41L1.33 
1989 
914.39 
625 
625 
210.67 
1250 
625 
414.33 
414.33 
~ 
~ 
TABLE III (Continued) 
1990 1991 1992 1993 
Trac.tor 914.39 914.39 914.39 914.39 
Tandum Disk 625 625 625 625 
Hol<lboard Plow 625 625 625 625 
Field Cultivator 210.67 210.67 210.67 210.67 
Spring tooth 1250 1250 1250 1250 
Drill 625 625 625 625 
Row Cultivator 414.33 414.33 414.33 414.33 
Sprayer 414.33 414.33 414.33 414.33 
*Usage given in hours for tractor, across for implements. 
1994 
914.39 
625 
625 
210.67 
1250 
625 
414.33 
414.33 
1995 
914.39 
625 
625 
210.67 
1250 
625 
414.33 
414.33 
-1='-
Vl 
TABLE IV 
LIST PRICES Ai.'ID TOTAL HOURS OF LIFE FOR THE MACHINERY 
COMPLEl1ENT WITtl 1981 BASE PERIOD 
Machine List Price Total Hours of Life 
Tractor (95 hp.) 28500 12000 
Tandem Disk 3500 2000 
Moldboard Plow 4800 ·-· 2000 
Field Cultivator 4300 2000 
Springtooth 3200 2000 
Drill 4400 1000 
Row Cultivator 1700 2000 
Sprayer 1200 1000 
Source: Oklahoma State University Enterprise Budgets 
(1981). 
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TABLE V 
TOTAL MACHINERY CSAGE COEFFICIENTS IN HOURS PER ACRE 
OF EACH ACTIVITY IN THE 1981 BASE PERIOD 
Machine 
Tractor 
Tandem Disk 
~foldboard ?low 
Field Cultivator 
Springtooth Harrow 
Drill w/o Fertilizer 
Row Cultivator 
Sprayer 
Wheat 
1.408 
.143 
.381 
.172 
.164 
.215 
Activitv 
Grain Sorghum 
i..:i.91 
.148 
.381 
.222 
• 215 
.238 
.151 
Source: Oklahoma State University Enterprise Budgets 
(1981). 
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probabilities of returns and a random number generator into the 
replacement model. 
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 
One of the objectives of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 
was to encourage investment. Tax implications are an im?ortant 
consideration in any machinery investment/disinvestment model in that 
while sales taxes and business taxes on the resources reduce the 
net returns to machinery throughout its lifetime, tax deductions 
and tax credits in turn add to machinery returns. The following 
section briefly examines the most important aspects of the new tax 
laws as they relate to machinery investment/disinvestment. 
T~x Depreciation Deductions for Machinery 
Regular Accelerated Cost Reccver7 System. The Economic Recovery 
Tax Act of 1981 speeds up tax depreciation of buildings, machinery, 
and breeding stock, to allow farmers to recover cost: faster. Table 
\TI shows the depreciation schedules under the old and new tax systems. 
For machinery and equipment which under the old system would be 
depreciated over eight to 12 years can now be depreciated in five 
years. Optional depreciation schedules ar·:= avaj lab le ~c.f s~:raight: 
line depreciation is used i'.Table VII). 
Table VIII gives the depreciation deduc::ion schedules for 
business property placed in service f;,!: the years 1981 through 
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1984 under the Regular Accelerated Cost Recovery System. ~Tote that 
these percentages apply regardless of when in the tax year the property 
is placed in service. Salvage values are no longer used in calculating 
TABLE VI 
DEPRECIATION PERIODS UNDER THE 
OLD • .\J.'ID ~TEW T.A .• '{ SYSTE:'f 
Denreciation Period* 
Farm Asset Old System 1981 Tax Recovery Act 
Cars and light trucks 
~1achinery and equipment 
Cotton ginning assets 
Cattle, breeding or dairy 
Hogs, breeding 
Sheep and goats, breeding 
Confinement buildings 
Other farm buildings 
*Unit of measurement is years. 
Variable 
8.0-12.0 
9.5-14.5 
5.5-8.5 
2.5-3.5 
4.0-6.0 
20.0-30.0 
20.0-30.0 
Source: u.s. Department of Agriculture (1981). 
TABLE VII 
OPTIONAL DEPRECIATION PERIODS U0l'DER 
THE STRAIGHT rr~ ACRS 
3.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
3.0 
5.0 
5.0 
15 .o 
Class of Property ?ossible Recovery Periods 
3 Year Property 3,5,or 12 years 
5 Year Property 5,12,or 25 years 
10 Year Property 10,25,or 35 years 
Source: :C.1ike L. Hardin and Cecil D. Maynard (1981). 
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TABLE VIII 
DEPRECIATION DEDUCTIONS FOR BUSINESS PROPERTY 
PLACED IN SERVICE 1981 THROUGH 1984 
Tvne of Pronertv 
Depreciation Year 3-Year 5-Year 10-Year 
l 25 15 8 
2 38 22 14 
3 37 21 12 
4 21 10 
5 10 
6 10 
7 9 
8 9 
9 9 
10 9 
11-15 
Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture (1981). 
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15-Year 
12 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
depreciation deductions. No depreciation is allowed in the year of 
resource disposition. 
Straight-line Accelerated Cost Recovery System. A taxpayer may 
elect to use the Accelerated Cost Recovery System straight line 
method over the regular recovery period or the optional longer 
recovery period, The same recovery period must be used for all 
personal property of a class for which such an election is made. 
Thus for the machinery complement being considered in this study 
which is purchased at the beginning of 1981. the same recovery 
period must be used for the entire complement. 
Annual depreciation under the straight-line system is determined 
by dividing original cost by the regular or optional longer recovery 
period (Tables VI and VII). Annual depreciation is determined by 
dividing the original cost by the regular or optional longer recovery 
period. First year depreciation is one-half annual depreciation, 
independent of the date of purchase. The last half year is claimed in 
the year following the end of the recovery period. No depreciation 
is allowed in the year of disposition (Hardin, Maynard, 1981). 
"Expensing" Depreciable Assets 
The new tax laws for the first time allow the owner to "expense", 
or treat certain types of property purchases as operating expenses and 
immediately deduct their cost from gross receipts. No investment 
credit is allowed on such property claimed as an expense. Trust, 
estates, and certain non-corporate taxpayers and lessors are not 
eligible. Beginning in 1982 and 1983 the maximum amount that can be 
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expenses is $5000, $7500 in 1984 and 1985, and Sl0,000 in 1986 and 
later years (Hardin, Maynard, 1981). 
Investment Tax Credits 
The new laws continue tax credits given for investment in 
farm equipment, machinery, livestock, and single-purpose agricultural 
structures. (A credit, unlike a deduction, is subtracted from the 
actual tax you owe.) Sixty percent of an investment in three-year 
recovery property is eligible for the investment credit and 100 
?ercent of an investment in five or greater year recovery property is 
eligible. For married persons filing joint returns in 1981, the 
regular investment credit is limited to the income tax shown on the 
return, or to $25,000 plus 80 percent of tax that is more than 
$25,000, whichever is less. The percentage of tax that is more than 
$25,000 increases to 90 percent for 1982 and later years. The new and 
old tax investment credits are listed belcw (Table IX). 
TASLZ IX 
I..i:e ,,., . '.;.LG. L.aw ~ew 
.,; year 3. 33;; 6~ 
5 year 6. 66/~ lO/~ 
i year or more 10. oo~: 10% 
Source: ~like L. Hardin and Cecil D. 
~Iaynard (1980). 
Law"' 
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Recapture of Investment Credit 
The below recapture rules apply to investment credit property 
in service beginning 1981 (Table X). If a taxpayer disposes of an 
asset, or it ceases to be eligible before the end of the recapture 
period for recovery property or before the end of the estimated useful 
life used to figure the credit for other property, the taxpayer must 
refigure the credit using a recapture percentage and increase taxes 
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for the year of disposal of the asset by the difference between the 
credit taken in all affected years and the ref igured credit (Federal Tax 
Guide, 1981). 
Machinery Investment/Disinvestment Subsystem 
The investment/disinvestment subsystem inputs the results 
generated by the linear programming subsystem and asset ownership 
cost subsystem and computes the net returns attributable to machinery 
which in turn is used in determining the optimal investment/ 
disinvestment strategy given the projected gross returns, variable 
costs, and other assumptions outlined in this study. The following 
section outlines the assumptions used in determining the net returns 
attributable to machinery for the hypothetical farm in Northcentral 
Oklahoma. 
Returns to Machinerv 
The procedure used to determine returns to machinery in this 
study is as follows: Projected gross returns and variable cost for 
the years 1982-1995 were estimated using regression equations with 
time the independent variable. Subtracting variable cost of production/ 
TABLE X 
RECAPTURE INVESTMENT CREDIT 
Recapture 
Disposed of 3 year 5 year 
Within 1 year 6 .,, lo 10% 
After 1 year 4% 
After 2 years ')"I -10 
After 3 years 0 
After , years 0 4 
After 5 years 0 
Source: ~fike L. Hardin and Cecil D. }laynard 
(19811. 
8 a1 lo 
6 ';' 10 
I a1 
410 
?"! _,. 
0 
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acre from gross returns/acre results in returns to land, overhead, 
risk, management, and machinery. The following assumptions were made 
in estimating charges for overhead, management and risk, and land, 
so that returns to machinery could be determined and analyzed in the 
investment/disinvestment decision model. 
Charges for Overhead 
Charges for farm overhead expenses assumed in this study 
where $9.00 per acre for 1981 in the Southern Plains. Future overhead 
charges were inflated by (l+r)n (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
1980a). 
Charges for Management and Risk 
Charges for mangement and risk were estimated by the following 
equation: 
Management and risk charges = 10% (Variable cost + Machinery 
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Fixed Cost+ Overhead) (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1980a). 
Charges for Land 
Charges subtracted for land are those being currently charged 
by landowners in a sharecrop situation for the use of the land in 
the Southern Plains of Oklahoma. This charge is computed by taking 
one third of gross receipts from the land minus one third of fertilizer 
and pesticide cost (Weisgerber, 1980). 
Gross Returns to Machinery 
Tables XI and XII gives projected gross returns and variable 
cost of production/acre for the planning horizon 1981-1995. The last 
Year 
198la 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
TABLE XI 
RETURNS TO PRODUCTION/ACRE OF WHEAT USING 
PREDICTED GROSS RETURNS AND VARIABLE COST 
Gross Returns Variable Net Returns 
Cost of 
Class I Class II Production Class I Class II 
149.52 134.56 73 .54 75.98 61.02 
154.22 138.80 63.67 90.55 75.13 
165.22 148.70 67.31 97.91 81.39 
176.68 159.01 71.10 105.58 87.91 
188.62 169.75 75.05 113.57 94.70 
201.02 180.92 79 .14 121.88 101. 78 
213 .89 192.50 83.39 130 .50 109. 11 
227.23 204.51 87.79 139 .44 139.44 
241.04 216.94 92.34 148.70 124.60 
255.32 229.79 97.05 158.27 132.74 
270.07 244.06 101.90 168.17 141.16 
285.29 250.91 106.91 178.39 150.00 
V1 
0\ 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
Gross Returns Variable 
Cost of 
Year Class I Class II Production 
1993 300.98 270.88 ll2.07 
1994 317 .13 285.57 117 .38 
1995 333.76 300.39 122.84 
a Actual return and cost data for year 1981. 
Net Returns 
Class I Class II 
188.91 158.81 
199.75 168 .19 
210.92 177.55 
Vt 
--.J 
Year 
198la 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
TABLE Xll 
RETURNS TO PRODUCTION/ACRE OF GRAIN SORGHUM 
USING PREDICTED GROSS RETURNS 
AND VARIABLE COST 
Gross Returns Variable Net Returns 
Cost of 
Class I Class II Production Class I Class II 
126.00 113 .40 51.75 74.25 61.65 
113.18 104 .52 46.18 67.00 58.34 
120.02 111. 99 48.86 71.16 63 .13 
127.09 117. 69 51.66 75.43 66.03 
l34.40 124.61 54.57 79.83 70.04 
141.93 131. 75 57.59 84.34 74.16 
149.69 139.12 60. 72 88.97 78.40 
157.69 146. 71 63.97 93. 72 82.74 
l65.92 154.52 67.33 98.59 87.19 
174.37 162.56 70.80 103.57 91.76 
183.06 171 .OS 74.38 108.68 96.67 
191.98 179.Jl 78.08 113. 90 101. 23 
Vt 
(X) 
TABLE XII (Continued) 
Gross Returns Variable 
Cost of 
Year Class I Class II Production 
1993 201.13 188.01 81.89 
1994 210.51 196.94 85.81 
1995 220 .12 206 .10 89.85 
a Actual return and cost data for year 1981. 
Net Returns 
Class I Class II 
119. 24 106.12 
124.70 111 .13 
130.27 116. 25 
VI 
\,() 
column list returns less variable cost for the two classes of land. 
Machinery Cost 
Gross returns to machinery are inputted into the investment/ 
disinvestment subsystem which estimates the optimal investment/ 
disinvestment decision. The following costs are computed in this 
subsystem and subtracted from gross returns to arrive at net returns 
to machinery. Repair and maintenance costs have already been computed 
in the repair cost subsystem. 
User and Capacity Time Cost. Changes in the market value of the 
machinery complement are assumed to reflect user and capacity time 
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cost in this study. For the base solution, Agricultural Engineer 
equations were used in estimating future machinery salvage values 
(A.S.A,E., 1980). The predicted salvage values are shown in Table XIII. 
Control Cost. Funds used to purchase assets are not available for 
investment elsewhere, thus costs occur, If equity funds are involved, 
the cost is the foregone earnings on the next best investment 
opportunity. If borrowed funds are involved, the cost is the interest 
paid on the loan. Control costs assumed in the base problem are 
(1) an eight percent opportunity cost times the value of the machinery 
complement at the beginning of each year, and (2) interest cost 
computed using a "typical" machinery loan arrangement through the 
Production Credit Association, Interest rate charges at the time 
of this study were 16.3 percent on the unpaid balance, for a three 
year period, with the borrower paying one-third of the principal 
balance each year plus accrued interest charges. 
Machine 1981 1982 
Tractor 19,077b 18,780 
Tandem Disk 1,818 1, 721 
Moldboard Plow 2,727 2,582 
Field Cultivator 2,443 2,367 
Springtooth 1,988 1,883 
Drill 2,499 2,367 
Row Cultivator 965 914 
Sprayer 681 645 
TABLE XIII 
MACHINERY SALVAGE VALUES AS 
PERCENT OF LIST PRICEa 
1983 1984 1985 
18,487 18, 198 17,914 
1,630 1,543 1'461 
2,445 2,315 2,192 
2,190 2,074 1, 964 
1,783 1, 688 1,598 
2,241 2' 122 2,009 
866 820 776 
611 578 548 
1986 1987 
17,635 17,360 
1,384 1,310 
2,076 l, 966 
1,860 1,761 
1,514 1,433 
1,903 1,802 
735 696 
519 491 
1988 
17,089 
1, 241 
1,861 
1,667 
1,357 
1,706 
659 
465 
1989 
16,822 
l, 112 
1,668 
1,495 
1,216 
1,529 
591 
417 
°' I-
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
Machine 1990 1991 1992 
Tractor 16,560 16,303 16,047 
Tandem Disk 1, 112 1 ,054 998 
Moldboard Plow 1,668 1,581 1,497 
Field Cultivator 1,495 1,416 1,341 
Springtooth 1,216 l,152 1,091 
Drill 1,529 1'lf49 1,372 
Row Cultivator 591 560 530 
Sprayer 417 395 374 
a1980 American Society Engineers Yearbook. 
bValues in dollar amounts. 
1993 1994 
15,797 15,550 
945 895 
1,417 1,342 
1,270 1,202 
1,633 979 
1,299 1,230 
502 476 
354 335 
1995 
15,308 
847 
1, 271 
1, 139 
927 
1,165 
450 
317 
°' N 
Tax Cost. The cost of taxes per hour is based on the purchase 
price of the machine. Hourly tax costs are computed using the 
following equation: 
Tax cost per hour = Purchase price * Tax Rate/hours used annually 
The tax rate assumed is .01 (Oklahoma State University Enterprise 
Budgets). 
Net Returns to Machinery 
Subtracting user and capacity time cost, control cost, and 
insurance cost from the gross returns to machinery results in net 
returns to machinery excluding tax considerations. By subtracting 
taxes paid on machinery and adding tax reductions due to machinery 
depreciation deductions and investment tax credits results in net 
returns to machinery. The flow of net returns to machinery is 
inputted into the investment/disinvestment model to determine the 
optimal economic life of the machinery. The following chapter 
presents the applications made of the investment/disinvestment model. 
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CHAPTER IV 
MODEL APPLICATION 
Base Solution 
The base solution of the investment/disinvestment decision 
model in this study is given in Table XIV. In arriving at this 
solution 625 acres of land were available for production. By 
projecting returns using regression equations and assumptions outlined 
in Chapter III, 210.67 acres of wheat on Class I land, 39.33 acres 
of grain sorghum on Class I land, and 375 acres of grain sorghum 
on Class II land was determined to be the profit-maximizing solution 
by the linear programming subsystem throughout the 15 year horizon. 
Although the program determines an optimal planting strategy for 
each year, the planting strategy does not change throughout the 15 
years due to the nature of the predicted returns. Variable usage and 
random returns are incorporated into the model in Chapter V. 
Table XIV and the remaining replacement tables in this chapter 
are set up in the following format. Column 1 lists the period 
being analyzed. The planning horizon in this study is for the years 
1981-1995. Column 2 lists gross returns less variable costs generated 
throughout the 15 year planning horizon. Gross returns and variable 
costs were estimated using the forecasting equations outlined in 
Chapter III. Subtracting returns to land, management, risk, and 
overhead results in gross returns to machinery given in column 3. 
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Returns Less 
Age Vari.able Cost 
(1) (2) 
42045.69 
2 43588.89 
3 47099.29 
4 1.9970. 59 
5 53330.57 
6 56803.63 
7 60391. 73 
8 64089.48 
9 67900,56 
10 71826.38 
1 l 75954.31 
1 2 80020.44 
13 84282.50 
ll1 88659.75 
15 93152.13 
TABLE XIV 
MACHINERY INVESTMENT/DISINVESTMENT BASE SOLUTION 
Returns to l'er iod Present Period 
Machinery Costs Value Returns 
(3) (4) (S) (6) 
10049 .69 25785.81 -14570.49 -15736.LI 
12215.14 8578.01 -11452. 23 3637 .13 
13726.24 8315.30 - 7156 .86 5410.93 
14945. 73 5955.47 - 548.76 8990.25 
16054.36 7897.54 5002.63 8156.81 
17180. 29 13598.00 7260. 08 3582.28 
18319.14 17450.79 8350.24 1868.34 
19464.98 19769.71 8185.60 - 304. 73 
20617.79 23619.91 6693. 79 - 3002 .12 
21776 .07 28035.53 3784.44 - 6259.46 
22994.13 33109.84 - 554.02 -10115.72 
14090.70 38914.46 - 6440.75 -14823. 77 
25234.99 45506.40 -13894.52 -20271.42 
26369.45 52985.57 -22956.28 -26616 .12 
27489.00 61!163. 30 -33666.41 -33974.31 
Ave1-age 
Returns 
(7) 
-15736.13 
- 6422 .06 
- 2777 .10 
- 165.68 
1252.94 
1570.47 
1603.85 
]l124.42 
1069.94 
563.99 
-
77 .61 
- 854.66 
-1757.96 
- 2784.52 
- 3933.23 
°' ln 
Period costs in column 4 consist of machinery repair and maintenance 
costs, insurance and taxes on machinery, and user and capacity time 
costs. Tax savings due to the 1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act are 
treated as cost reductions and are included in column 4. Column 
6 is the net returns to machinery, (column 3 minus column 4) for each 
period. Column 5 is the present value of net returns (column 6) for 
the entire life of the machinery complement. For example, the present 
value in period two given in column 5 is the present value of period 
net returns in year one and year two, the present value for year 
three is the present value of total returns up to that period. Column 
7 is the amortized multiperiod gain function Gr/(1-(l+r)-s) as 
discussed in Chapter II. 
An eight percent discount rate is assumed in this study. The 
discount rate should represent a value w11ich reflects tine preference 
for a lump sum of money. For income tax purposes the accrual method 
in which all items of gross income from the farming operation and farm 
business expenses are included in the tax year in which they are 
incurred, regardless of when payment is received or paid. A calendar 
year represents a tax year in this study. A farmer and his wife with 
two children were assumed to file a joint return in computing tax 
considerations. The standard depreciation period of five years under 
the 1981 Tax Recovery Act was chosen in depreciating the machinery 
complement and a ten percent investment credit was taken in the year 
of acquisition of the machinery complement. 
The investment/disinvestment model utilizes the period returns 
and the multi-period amortized gain function given in columns 6 and 7 
in determining the optimal replacement decision. By comparing the 
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multi-period gain function Gr(l-(l+r)-S in year two, the period 
returns are greater than the amortized average thus the machinery 
complement should be kept the first period. This comparison continues 
(choosing s) until period returns (column 6) are less than the 
annualized average returns. In year eight, period returns of -304.73 
are less than the annualized returns of 1424.42. Thus the machinery 
complement should not be kept the eighth year since the period returns 
are now causing the annualized average returns to decrease. Figure 14 
shows g.raphically how: the:· rep;lacement period isr determined. Where the 
marginal returns equals the average returns is the period for 
replacement. The -cptimum economic life of the machinery complement 
is seven years, 
Effects of Gross Returns on the Investment/ 
Disinvestment Decision 
The base replacement solution was based on forecasted returns 
and variable cost computed using a quadratic model Y = a+ b(year) 
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+ c(year2) using 1950-1981 data. Two different forecasting equations 
are now inputed into the model to determine the effect of the projected 
returns being assumed in determing replacement. 
Table XV is the replacement decision model with gross returr..s 
and variable cost based on 1970-1981 data. The method used for 
forecasting returns and cost fits a trend model across time such 
that the most recent data is weighted more heavily than data in the 
earlier part of the series. The weight is a geometric function of 
the number of periods past where: 
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Age 
(1) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
TABLE XV 
INVESTMENT/DISINVESTMENT MODEL WITH FORECASTED RETURNS BASED ON 
1970-1981 WEIGHTED TREND RETURN AND COST DATA 
Returns Less Returns to Period Present Period 
Variable Cost Machinery Gos ts Value Returns 
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
42045.69 10049.69 25785.81 -14570.49 -15736.13 
41701. 00 9796.26 8732.69 -13658. 66 1063.55 
43984.14 10382.09 8533.36 -12191.09 1848.72 
46263.52 11123.66 6252.04 - 8610.30 4871. 62 
4854 7 .OS 11455.84 8280.22 - 6449.03 3175.61 
50824.75 11747.41 13598.00 - 7615.22 - 1850.60 
53107.88 12003.29 16450.79 -10210.30 - 4447.51 
55387.17 12212.67 19769. 71 -14293.13 _. 7557.04 
59928.30 13885.53 23619.91 -19162.75 - 9734.38 
59949.73 12495.43 28035.53 -26360.83 -15540.11 
62160.91 12492.73 33109.84 -35203.16 -20617.12 
64512. 77 12570.02 38914.46 -45644.91 -26344.45 
66798.75 12524.24 45506.40 -57792.40 -32982.17 
69073.63 12404.33 52985.57 -71608,,69 -40581. 25 
71356.69 12224.54 61463.30 . -87130.81 -49238.78 
Average 
Returns 
(7) 
-15736.13 
- 7659.36 
- 4730.55 
- 2599.63 
- 1615.20 
- 1647 .29 
- 1961.12 
- 2487.22 
- 3067.57 
- 3928.54 
- 4931.13 
- 6059.50 
- 7312.00 
- 8685.91 
-10179.45 
°' 
'° 
weight (1-a)T-t 
= number of observations t 
T = last observation number 
a = weighted constant = .3 
This procedure results in gross returns for wheat increasing 
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approximately 4.49 percent and gross returns of grain sorghum increasing 
4.2 percent. Wheat variable costs were forecast to increase at a rate 
of 4.8 percent and grain sorghum variable costs to increase at 4.5 
percent on average. 
Comparing columns 1 and 2 of Table XV to those of XIV illustrate 
the much lower returns generated by using this estimating procedure. 
Examining columns 6 and 7. period returns in year six of -1850.60 
are less than the annualized average of -1747.29, thus the optimal 
replacement occurs at the end of year five. The reduced net returns 
forecasted in this simulation reduces the economic life of the 
machinery complement from seven years found in the base solution to 
five year. Figure 15 shows graphically how the reduced forecasted 
returns reduces the economic life of the machinery complement. 
Table XVI shows the replacement model based on returns and variable 
cost being forecasted with a simple linear equation Y = a + b(year) 
computed based on 1976-1981 data. As evident in columns 1,2, and 5, 
using this forecasting procedure results in returns to machinery greater 
than those found in the two previous model applications. Comparing 
the period returns to the annualized average (columns 6 and 7), 
period returns in year nine are less than the annualized average, the 
optimal economic life is therefore eight years. Thus, with greater 
returns to machinery projected throughout the 15 year period, the 
economic life of the complement increases from seven to eight years. 
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TABLE XVI 
INVESTMENT/DISINVESTMENT MODEL WITH FORECASTED RETURNS BASED ON 
Linear Regression of 1976-81 RETURN AND COST DATA 
Returns Less Returns to Period Present Period 
Age Vnriable Cost Machinery Costs Value Returns 
(1) (2) (3) {4) ('..i) (6) 
1 42045.69 10049.69 25785.81 -14570.49 -15736.13 
2 117810. 53 13108. 79 8207.62 -10368.53 4901.16 
3 57.702. 99 15054.93 7821. 30 - 4626.24 7233. 63 
4 57599.57 17166.71 5515.10 3938.04 11651.61 
5 62472.70 18847.48 7417.78 11716.90 11429. 70 
6 67392.13 20523.79 13598.00 16081. 32 6925. 77 
7 ' 72286. 69 22142.10 16450.79 19402.13 '5691.30 
8 77181.19 23719.69 19769. 71 21536 .18 ' 3949. 98 
9 82075.69 25249.92 23619.91 22351.59 1630.00 
10 86973.69 26734.39 28035.53 21748.90 - 1301.15 
11 91868.19 28165.00 33109.84 19628.14 - 4944.85 
12 96764.81 29541.13 .38914 .46 15905.85 - 9373.34 
13 101657.70 30855.25 45506.40 10518.64 -14651.16 
14 106557.60 32110 .44 52985.57 3411.,4 7 -20875.14 
1;1 111453.80 33293.75 61463.30 - 5468.76 -28169.56 
Avet·age 
Returns 
(7) 
-15736 .13 
-5814.35 
- 1795.14 
1188 .98 
2934.57 
3478.64 
3726.62 
3747.61 
3578.04 
3241.23 
2749.44 
2110.63 
1330.84 
413.80 
- 638.91 
'-I 
N 
The Effect of Farm Size on the Investment/ 
Disinvestment Model 
The base solution assumed a farm size of 625 acres in determining 
the optimal economic life of the machinery complement. The following 
two simulations examine the effect on the replacement decision of 
increasing and decreasing farmland 100 acres. 
Table XVII illustrates the replacement model when 100 acres 
of Class II land is sold or removed from production. With land 
constraints of 250 acres of Class I land and 275 acres Class II land, 
the optimal planting strategy for the 15 year period is 239.88 acres 
wheat on Class I land, 10.11 acres sorghum on Class I land, and 275 
acres grain sorghum on Class II land. Comparing Table XVII with the 
base solution (Table XIV), the optimal economic life of the machinery 
complement with 100 less acres increases from seven years to nine 
years. Nine years is the economic optimum because period returns of 
410.46 in column 6 in year ten are less than the annualized average 
of 1737.49. The reasons for the increase in the economic life can 
73 
be determined by examining the lower gross returns (columns 1 and 2) 
and the lower repair and maintenance cost reflected in column 4. 
Examining column 6, net returns to machinery are less in earlier years 
due to lower production but higher in later years due to lower repair 
and maintenance cost attributable to less machinery usage. The 
annualized average (column 7) is a time-corrected average return which 
reflects the lower early returns and higher later returns. This change 
in the annualized returns results in a longer economic life and is 
shown graphically in Figure 16. 
TABLE XVII 
INVESTMENT/DISINVESTMENT MODEL WITH A DECREASE OF 100 ACRES FARMLAND 
Returns Less Returns to Period Present Period 
Age Variable Cost Machinery Costs Value Returns 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) 
1 35931.24 8299.24 26038.13 -16424.91 -17738. 90 
2 38442.87 11054.12 8416.59 -14163.65 2637.52 
3 41567.76 12452.11 7646.17 -10348.55 4805.93 
4 44248.38 13698.05 4674.75 - 3716.16 9023.29 
5 47312.24 14 771. 74' 5881. 27 2334.55 8890.46 
6 50484.30 15867.26 10458.32 5743.09 5408.93 
7 53764.98 16981.04 12342.01 8449.92 4639.03 
8 57151.13 18109.83 14544.40 10382.20 3576.51 
9 60645.46 19251. 05 17079.36 11468.58 2171. 69 
10 64248.42 20404.73 19994.26 11658.70 410.46 
11 68025.19 21609.43 23348.92 10912.66 . -1739.50 
12 71781.13 22733.74 27190. 38 9142.86 -4456.64 
13 75705.81 23900.26 31548. 71 6330.54 -7648.45 
14 79739.25 25065.80 36493.55 2439 .&3 -11427. 76 
15 83883.19 26225.70 42103.55 - 2565.54 -15877 .86 
Average 
Returns 
(7) 
-17738 .90 
- 7942.54 
- 4015.59 
- 1121.98 
584.70 
1242.32 
1623.00 
1806.66 
1835.89 
1737.49 
1528.61 
1213.21 
800.95 
295.94 
- 299.73 
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Table XVIII shows the replacement model with an addition of 100 
acres from that in the base solution. Labor constraints were increased 
in order to allow for the additional acreage. The optimal planting 
strategy throughout the projected 15 year period was estimated by the 
linear programming subsystem to be 266.96 acres wheat on Class I land, 
8.41 acres grain sorghum on Class II land, and 445.8 acres grain 
sorghum on Class II land. Comparing Table XVIII with the base solution, 
it is apparent that the increased acreage increases machinery repair and 
maintenance cost due to the increased usage. Column 6 illustrates that 
with increased usage, earlier net returns to machinery are higher due 
to the increased gross returns, but later years are lower due to the 
increased repair and maintenance cost. The time-preferenced annualized 
average returns (column 7) takes into account this change resulting in 
a shorter economic life. Period returns (colum 6) in year seven of 
408.84 are less than the multi-period gain function 2497.67, thus the 
optimal economic life is six years, one year less than determined in 
the base solution. 
The Effect of Salvage Values on the 
Investment/Disinvestment Model 
Salvage values in the base solution were estimated using 1980 
Agricultural Engineer equations (Table XIII). In order to examine 
the effect of changing market values of the machinery complement, 
which represents user and capacity time cost in this study, future 
salvage values were computed based on 1980 Blue Book Values. In 
order to estimate salvage values for the tractor, an actual model 
similar in list price, horsepower, and technical coefficients was 
TABLE XVIII 
INVESTMENT/DISINVESTMENT MODEL WITH AN INCREASE OF 100 ACRES FARMLAND 
Returns Less R~turns to Period Present Period Average 
J\ge Variable Cost Machinery Oosts Value Returns Returns 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
1 48364.35 11449.35 25562.55 -13067.78 -14113.20 -14113.20 
2 50719.95 14317.21 8558.60 - 8130. 71 5758.60 - 4559.45 
3 54853.60 16077 .13 8874.75 - 2413.23 7202.38 - 936.41 
4 58228.33 17456.93 7377.72 4995.29 10079.38 1508.18 
s 62184.32 18779.39 10144.34 10872.16 8635.05 2723.00 
6 66275.69 20124.05 17119.93 12765.26 3004.12 2761. 32 
7 70504.31 21486.07 21077. 22 13003.81 408.84 2497.67 
8 74863.88 22858.18 25685.02 11476.SS ·-2826. 85 1997.09 
9 79358.88 24240. 74 31029.79 8080.33 - 6789.05 1293.50 
10 83991.13 25632.22 37196.26 2736.44 -11537 .OS 407.81 
11 88864.00 27096.38 44222. 72 - 4608. 77 .-17126. 34 - 645.58 
12 93664.31 28420.21 52290.80 -14088.11 -23870.59 - 1869.42 
13 98698.19 29802.75 61462.35 -25729.30 -31659.61 - 3255.32 
14 103869.50 31177 .44 71872. 56 -39584.45 -40695.23 - 4801.47 
15 109178.70 32536.94 83671.44 -55704.21 -51134. 57 - 6507.90 
----- ~--
-...j 
-...j 
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selected. The tractor selected was a Massey Ferguson 2675 Diesel 
eight-speed Western. To obtain salvage values for implements using the 
Blue Book, the factory list price of the machine is used as an index 
for the miscellaneous implement valuation schedule found in the 
Blue Book (Falconer, 1980). Since Blue Book values are for only ten 
years, the last five years of the replacement horizon were estimated 
using simple linear regression equations based on the first ten years. 
Table XIX list the estimated salvage values. 
The investment/disinvestment model with the new salvage values 
is given in Table XX. The optimal replacement period does not change 
from that determined in the base solution using agricultural engineer 
equations. In year eight the period returns of -11-.62 is less 
than the annualized average of 1245.86, thus the optimal economic 
life remains at seven years. The column of interest in this simulation 
is column 4, period cost. Because of flucturating salvage values, 
machinery ownership cost may decrease from one period to the next 
even though repair and maintenance cost continue to rise with age and 
use. Machinery cost increase from 9488.59 to 12537.44 in years two 
and three due to machinery depreciation, however machinery ownership 
cost actually decrease from $15028.55 in year six to $14901.43 in year 
seven due :o machinery appreciation. 
The Effect of Repair Cost on the 
Investment/Disinvest:::nent Model 
Repair and maintenance cost are one of the largest costs associated 
;.;ith the ownership of farm machinery and vary widely depending upon 
(1) weather, (2) mangement, (3) use, (4) repair labor charges, and 
TABLE XIX 
MACHINERY SALVAGE VALUES BASED ON BLUE BOOK VALUES 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 
Tractor 23415 22506 19998 18081 17192 15988 
Tandum Disk 2037 1936 1776 1647 1352 1195 
Moldboard Plow 3018 2964 2695 2342 2013 1736 
Field Cultivator 2719 2692 2397 2108 1811 1594 
Springtooth 2205 2190 1530 1720 1489 1284 
Drill 2782 2722 1963 2196 1852 1594 
Row Cultivator 1130 1058 965 878 724 664 
Sprayer 826 726 698 600 483 442 
1987 
15346 
1383 
1948 
1802 
1510 
1753 
701 
535 
1988 
14629 
1286 
1875 
1886 
1446 
1886 
696 
535 
-...J 
'° 
TABLE XIX (Continued) 
1989 1990 1991 1992 
Tractor 13970 13831 11420 10323 
Tandum Disk 1120 1102 899 792 
Moldboard Plow l709 1750 1346 1190 
Field Cultivator 1750 1621 1367 1245 
Springtooth 1296 1296 1074 979 
Drill 1750 1820 1820 1457 
Row Cultivator 613 674 505 450 
Sprayer 471 453 370 333 
1993 1994 
9219 8115 
686 580 
1034 878 
1123 1001 
884 789 
1247 1142 
395 340 
296 259 
1995 
7011 
473 
722 
879 
694 
1037 
295 
222 
o:i 
0 
TABLE XX 
INVESTMENT/DISINVESTMENT MODEL WITH .BLUE-BOOK SALVAGE VALUES 
Returns Less Returns to Period Present Period 
Age Variable Cost Machlnery Gos ts Value Returns (1) (2) (3) (4) (.'.i) (6) 
1 42045.69 10045.69 19890.26 - 9115.40 - 9844.57 
2 43588.89 12212.14 9488.59 - 6780.34 2723.54 
3 47099.29 13725. 24 12537.44 - 5837.44 1187 .89 
4 49970.59 14945.73 7631. 35 - 461.15 7314.38 
5 53300.57 16055.36 9686.24 3873.56 6369.11 
6 56803.63 17182.29 15038.55 5224.47 2143. 73 
7 60391.73 18320.14 14901.43 7219.25 3418. 71 
8 64089.48 19465.98 19576.59 7159. 49 
-
110.62 
9 67900.56 20619.79 24270.72 5333.11 - 3650.94 
10 71826. 38 21777 .07 27237. 93 2803.67 - 5460.86 
11 75954.31 22997.13 35983.91 - 2766.15 -12986.79 
12 80020.44 24093.70 39838.86 - 9018. 77 -15745.17 
13 84282.50 25238.99 46193.52 -16723.72 -20954.54 
14 88659.75 26374.45 53484.50 -25953.64 -27110.05 
15 93152 .13 27495.00 61857.56 -36786.17 -34362.57 
Average 
Returns 
(7) 
- 9844.57 
- 3802.21 
- 2265.12 
- 139.23 
970.16 
1130.13 
1386.62 
1245.86 
853. 72 
417.83 
- 387.47 
-1196.75 
- 2115.92 
- 3148.10 
- 4297.71 
co 
I-' 
(5) parts cost. Although the equations estimated in the Agricultural 
Engineer Yearbook have a high R2 (greater than .9), studies have 
estimated that repair and maintenance cost may range from 50 to 
82 
200 percent of cost estimated by the repair equations (A.S.A.E., 1980). 
To examine the effects of different repair costs assumed in the model, 
repair costs of 50, 75, 150, and 200 percent of those estimated in 
the base solution were computed into the model. The results are as 
follows. 
Table XXI shows the replacement model with repair and maintenance 
costs at 50 percent of those estimated in the base solution (Table XIV). 
Column 4 illustrates how smaller repair and maintenance costs change 
the total machinery ownership cost as the machinery complement ages and 
total accumulated usage increases. During the first three years, 
a 50 percent decrease in repair cost decreases total machinery cost very 
little; however, as the durables age and total accumulated usage 
increases period costs are significantly lower with the lower repair 
cost. Examining the period returns and the multi-period gain function, 
repair and maintenance cost increase the optimal economic life of the 
machinery complement from seven years determined in the base solution 
to ten years. 
Table XXII illustrates the replacement model with repair and 
maintenance cost set at 75 percent of those used in the base solution. 
As with the 50 percent decrease, the reduced repair cost affect 
earlier net returns very little, while later years the period returns 
(column 6) are much higher with lower repair and maintenace cost. 
Since column seven is a time-preferenced annualized average of 
returns the unchanged early returns and the hizher later returns 
TABLE XXI 
REPLACEMENT MODEL WITH REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE COST 
50 PERCENT OF THOSE ESTIMATED IN BASE SOLUTION 
Relurns Less Returns to Period Present 
i\ge Variable Cost Machinery Costs Value 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
1 42045.69 10049.69 25488~07 -14294.80 
2 43588.89 12215.14 7586.34 -10326.35 
3 47099.29 13726. 24 6528.88 - 4612.86 
4 49970.59 14945.73 3223.80 4003.10 
5 53330.57 16054.36 lt070.12 12159.37 
6 56803.63 17180. 29 8696. 36 17505.68 
7 60391.73 18319.14 10072.39 22317.58 
8 64089.48 19464.98 ll680.75 26523.16 
9 67900.56 20617.79 13560.13 30053.75 
10 71826. 38 21776.07 15 715. 36 32861.03 
11 75954.31 22994.13 18207.16 34914.07 
12 80020.44 24090.70 21071. 37 36113.09 
13 84282.50 25234.99 24325.54 36447.49 
14 88659.75 26369.45 28025.98 35883.50 
15 93152.13 27489.00 32236.17 34386.99 
Period 
Returns 
(6) 
-15438.38 
4628.79 
7197. 35 
11721.91 
11984. 23 
8483.93 
8246.75 
7784. 23 
7057.66 
6060. 71 
4786.96 
3019.32 
909.44 
- 1656.54 
- 4747.18 
Average 
Returns 
(7) 
-15438.38 
- 5790.70 
- 1789.94 
1208.62 
3045.39 
3786.75 
4286.59 
4615.42 
4811.00 
4897.26 
4890.64 
4792.03 
4611.40 
4352.55 
4017.42 
00 
w 
Rclurns Less 
/\ge Variable Cost 
(1) (2) 
1 42045.69 
2 43588.89 
3 47099.29 
4 49970.59 
5 53330.57 
6 56803.63 
7 60391. 73 
8 64089.48 
9 67900.56 
10 71826. 38 
11 75954.31 
12 80020.44 
13 84282.50 
14 88659.75 
15 93152.13 
TABLE XXII 
REPLACEMENT MODEL WITH REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE COST 
75 PERCENT OF THOSE ESTIMATED IN BASE SOLUTION 
R~turns to Period Present 
Machinery Costs Value 
(3) (4) (5) 
10049.69 25636.94 -14432.64 
12215.14 8082.17 -10889.29 
13726. 24 7433.41 - 5893.84 
14945.73 4574.86 1729.06 
16054.36 5978.40 8586.58 
17180. 29 11147.18 12388.46 
18319.14 13261.59 15339.50 
19464.98 15725.22 17359.97 
20617.79 18590.01 18374.36 
21776.07 21875.45 18328.32 
22994.13 25658.50 17185. 61 
24090.70 29992.92 14841. 75 
25234.99 34915.96 11.282.07 
26369.45 40505. 77 6469 .. 20 
27489.00 46849.73 365.88 
Period 
Returns 
(6) 
-15587.25 
4132.96 
6292.82 
10370.86 
10075.95 
6033.11 
5057.55 
. 3739. 75 
2027. 77 
- 99.38 
- 2664.38 
- 5982.23 
- 9680.98 
-14136. 33 
-19360.74 
Average 
Returns 
(7) 
-15587.25 
- 6106.38 
- 2287.01 
522.04 
2150.57 
2679.82 
2946.29 
3020.69 
2941.36 
2731. 46 
2407.30 
1969.43 
1427.43 
784.69 
42.75 
co 
p. 
result in the increase of the optimal economic life of the complement 
from seven to eight years. 
The results of increasing repair and maintenance costs 150 and 
200 percent above the base solution are shown in Tables XXIII and 
XXIV. The increase in repair and maintenance costs change period 
returns negligibly the first few years of life~ but as the machinery 
ages, repair and maintenance costs escalate and cause period returns 
to machinery to decrease at a much faster rate. The annualized 
85 
average incorporates this pattern and in both cases the optimal economic 
life of the machinery complement decreases to five years from the 
seven year life determined in the base solution. Figure 17 graphically 
presents the marginal and average net return curves with a 50 percent 
decrease in repair cost from those in the base solution and a 100 
percent increase in forecasted repair and maintenance cost from the 
base solution. 
Effects of Incorporating Tax Considerations 
Into the Investment/Disinvestment Model 
One purpose of the 1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act was to encourage 
investment. The base solution included the tax regulations under the 
1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act by using a five year standard accelerated 
recovery period, a ten percent investment credit in the year of 
acquisition, and the new tax tables. Two simulations are now presented 
in order to examine the effects of taxes on the replacement model and 
specifically the effect(s) of the 1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act on 
investment. 
The first simulation (Table XXV) illustrates the investment model 
Age 
(1) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
TABLE XXIII 
REPLACEMENT MODEL WITH P.EP/\IR AND MAINTENANCE COST 
150 PERCENT OF THOSE ESTIMATED IN BASE SOLUTION 
Relurns Less Returns to Period Present 
Variable Cost Machinery Costs Value 
(2) 
' 
(3) (4) (3) 
42045.69 10049.69 26083.56 -14846.18 
43588.89 12215.14 9556.47 -12566.80 
47099.29 13726. 24 10079.08 - 9671. 57 
49970.59 14945.73 8716. 71 - 5093.06 
53330.57 16054.36 11823.16 - 2213.39 
56803.63 17180.29 18499.65 -- 3044. 81 
60391.73 18319.14 22829.20 - 5676.39 
64089.48 19464.98 27858.f.7 -] 0211. 25 
67900.56 20617.79 33679.67 -16745.45 
71826.38 21776.07 40355.70 -25351.42 
75954.31 22994 .13 48012.52 -36081. 39 
80020.44 24090. 70 56757.55 -49053.86 
84282.50 25234.99 6668 7 .19 -64295. 79 
88659.75 26369.45 77944. 94 ··81855. 25 
93152.13 27489.00 90690.25 -101778.94 
Period 
Returns 
(6) 
-16033.87 
2658.66 
3647.15 
6229.01 
4231.18 
- 1319.37 
- 4510.06 
~ 8393.70 
-13061.89 
-18579.64 
-25018.39 
-32666.86 
-41452.27 
-51575.59 
-63201.32 
Avet·age 
Returns 
{7) 
-16033.87 
-· 704 7 .07 
- 3752.90 
- 1537.70 
- 554.36 
- 658.64 
- 1090.28 
- 177(i.91 
-- 2680.61 
- 3778.11 
- 5054.15 
- 6599.20 
- 8134 .82 
- 9928.79 
-11890. 79 
co 
O"\ 
/\gP. 
(1) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Returns Less 
TABLE XXIV 
REPLACEMENT MODEL WITH REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE COST 
200 PERCENT OF THOSE ESTIMATED IN BASE SOLUTION 
Returns to Per: iod Present 
Vnriable Cost Machinery Oosts Value 
(2) (3) (4) (:j) 
42045.69 10049.69 26381'.30 - 15121.87 
43588.89 12215.14 10512.40 - 13662.05 
47099.29 13726.24 11842.99 - 12167.07 
49970.59 14945.73 1.1462. 07 - . 9606.48 
53330.57 16054.36 15713.95 - 9374.81 
56803.63 17180.29 23401.30 - 13295.11 
60391.73 18319.14 29207.61 - 19648.43 
64089.48 19464.98 35947.63 - 28553.50 
67900.56 20617.79 43739.45 - 40120.10 
71826. 38 21776.07 52675.88 - 54432.70 
75954.31 22994 .13 62915.20 - 71554.19 
80020.44 24090.70 74600 .44 - 91612.31 
84282.50 25234.99 87867.94 -114642. 34 
88659.75 26369.45 102904.50 -140699~57 
93152.13 27489.00 119917.40 -169836.73 
Period 
Returns 
(6) 
-16331.62 
1702.73 
1883. 24 
3483.64 
340.39 
- 6221. 02 
-10888.47 
-16482.66 
-23121.66 
-30899.81 
-39921.08 
-50509.79 
-62633.02 
-76535.13 
-92428.4'• 
Average 
Returns 
(7) 
-16331.62 
- 7661. 25 
- 4721.23 
- 2900.40 
- 2347.98 
- 2875.94 
- 3773.92 
- 4968.73 
- 6422.41 
- 8112 .07 
-10023.05 
-12156.49 
-14504.75 
-17066.41 
-19841.96 
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Figure 17. Graph of 50% Decrease and 100% Increase in Repair Cost 
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TABLE XXV 
INVESTMENT/DISINVESTMENT MODEL WITHOUT TAKING TAXES INTO CONSIDERATION 
Returns Less R~turns to Period Present Period 
J\gP. Vari.ab le Cost Machinery Costs Value Returns 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
1 42045.69 10049.69 33201.36 - 21436.73 -23151.67 
2 43588.89 12215.14 11640.41 - 20943.99 574.73 
3 47099.29 13726. 24 11276.63 - 18999.42 2449. 60 
4 49970.59 14945.73 9140.68 - !ll732.54 5805.04 
5 53330.57 16054.36 11179.47 - 11414. 77 4874.88 
6 56803.63 17180.29 13598.00 - 9157.32 3582.28 
7 60391.73 18319.14 16450.79 - 8067.16 1868.34 
8 64089.48 19464.98 19769. 71 - 8231.80 - 304.73 
9 67900.56 20617.79 23619.91 - 9733.61 - 3002.12 
10 71826. 38 21776.07 28035.53 - 12632.95 - 6259.46 
11 75954.31 22994 .13 33109.84 - 16971. 41 -10115. 72 
12 80020.44 24090.70 38914.46 - 22858.14 -14823. 77 
lJ 84282.50 25234.99 45506.40 - 30311.91 -20271. 42 
14 88659.75 26369.45 52985.57 - 39373.67 -26616.12 
15 93152.13 27489.00 61463.30 - 50083.80 -33974.31 
Average 
Returns 
(7) 
-23151. 68 
-11744.75 
- 7372.41 
- 4448.0fi 
- 2858.90 
- 1980.87 
- 1549.48 
- 1432.45 
- 1558.15 
- 1882.68 
- 2377. 29 
- 3033.16 
- 3835.12 
- 4775.90 
- 5851. 27 
00 
'° 
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without taking taxes into consideration. T~x savings were treated as 
cost reductions and incorporated in the period cost (column 4) in the 
previous simulations. The tax savings that occur in the first five 
years due to the ten percent investment credit and the depreciation 
allowances determined in the base solution are unaccounted for in Table 
XXV. The optimal replacement period increases from seven to eight years 
when tax considerations are not accounted for in the model. This is 
because the multi-period annualized average (column 7) starts much lower 
due to the tax savings being unaccounted for, thus the time it takes 
for period returns (column 6) to cause a decrease in the annualized 
average increases. 
Table X:XVI presents the investment/disinvestment model based on 
tax regulations prior to the 1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act. For this 
simulation, a 6.667 investment credit is taken in the year of 
2cquisition and a declining balance depreC.iation method over eight 
years \vas used in depreciating the asset. A $6000 salvage value for 
the machinery complement was assumed at the end of eight years. 
Examining columns (6) and (i), the opt:L~al economic life determined 
for the machinery complement is seven years. Straight line and sum 
of the years digits depreciation schedules were simulated and also 
resulted in an economic life of seven years. 
The following conclusions may be drai:m from the above simulations. 
A one-period error resulted by not incorporating the effects of 
investment credits and depreciation allowances into the solution of the 
optimal investment/disinvestment decision. However, the 1981 Economic 
Recovery Tax Act did not decrease the investment/disinvestraent period 
from t'.i.at determined based on prior tax regulations and tax tables. 
TABT"E XXVI 
INVESTMENT/DISINVESTMENT .MODEL BASED ON OLD TAX REGULATIONS 
Returns Less Returns to Period Present Period 
Age Variable Cost Machi.nery Gos ts Value Returns 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
1 42045.69 10049.69 26345,56 -15097 .11 -16304.88 
2 43588,89 12215.14 8705.86 -12088.48 3509.27 
3 47099.29 13726.24 8765.04 - 8150,12 4961. 20 
4 49970.59 14945.73 6917.38 - 2249.04 8028.34 
5 53330.57 16054.36 9446.57 2248.10 6607.77 
6 56803.63 17180.29 12298.23 5324.63 4882.06 
7 60391. 73 18319.14 15476.28 6983.41 2842.86 
8 64089.48 19464.98 19391. 79 7022.94 73.18 
9 67900.56 20617.79 23619.91 5521.13 - 3002.12 
10 71826.38 21776.07 28035.53 2621. 78 - 6259.46 
11 75954.31 22994.13 33109.84 - 1716.68 -10115. 72 
12 80020.44 24090.70 38914.46 - 7603.41 -14823.77 
13 84282.50 25234.99 45506,40 -15057.17 -20271.42 
14 88659.75 26369.45 52985.57 -24118.93 -26616.12 
15 93152.13 27489.00 61463.30 -34829.07 -33974.31 
Average 
Returns 
(7) 
-16304.88 
- 6788.85 
- 3162.52 
- 679.03 
563.05 
1151. 80 
1351.80 
1222.10 
883.82 
390. 72 
- 240.47 
- 1008.93 
- 1905.06 
- 2925.55 
- 4069.06 
'° I-' 
The 1981 Act did increase the present value of the returns to 
machinery by $16,416 over the returns in the model without taxes, 
changing the present value of the machinery complement in the year 
of replacement from negative to positive. The model simulation 
(base solution) incorporating the 1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act also 
increased the present value of returns to machinery $1,163 over the 
model based on past tax regulations, however the optimal economic 
replacement period did not change. This is illustrated graphically 
in Figure 18. 
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CHAPTER V 
MODEL SIMULATION INCORPORATING VARIABLE 
USAGE AND RANDOM RETURNS 
The investment/disinvestment decision base solution and the 
sensitivity test presented in Chapter IV were based on the assumptions 
that forecasted costs and returns were known with perfect knowledge, 
i.e. the probability of each variable was assumed to be one. However 
in the real world this assumption is not true. The following 
simulations incorporate variable machinery usage and random returns into 
the replacement decision by the use of a random number generator to 
produce probability distributions. 
Assignment of Probabilities 
Gross returns, repair and maintenance costs, and machinery salvage 
values were allowed to vary in the simulations model by specifying 
probabilities of the predictions and generating random numbers. 
Probabilities for gross returns were estimated by utilizing information 
about the mean and the standard error of the regression equation and 
assuming a normal distribution about the mean. The projected return 
from the forecasting equation in Chapter III was-assumed to be the mean 
return. Using this method it was assumed that eleven returns were 
possible. A probability of occurence was assigned to each return by 
calculating z values z1 and z2 , representing plus and minus half the 
94 
distance between returns and determining the area under the normal 
curve for this interval. 
The probabilities and percent of forecasted return for wheat 
and grain sorghum are listed in Tables XX.VII and XX.VIII. Since the 
normal distribution is symmetrical about the mean, the probabilities 
for the lower half of the distribution are identical to those in the 
upper half. The probabilities of all returns sum to one. The 
replacement model assumes gross returns are independent from one 
year to the next and that gross returns from Class I and Class II 
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land are dependent. Gross returns for wheat are assumed to be 
independent with returns for grain sorghum. For example, in year one 
the model generates random numbers and selects a gross return for Class 
I wheat and Class I grain sorghum according to the probabilities just 
outlined. If the returns in this year estimated for Class I wheat are 
.8 of the projected return for wheat and 1.18 times the projected 
return for grain sorghum, returns for wheat grown on Class II land is 
also 80 percent of the projected Class II return and returns for grain 
sorghum grown on Class II land are 118 percent of the projected Class 
II returns. The next year new random numbers are generated and returns 
chosen based on the new random numbers. 
The investment model also allows for varying repair and maintenance 
cost and varying machinery salvage values. Because the mean and 
standard deviation were not available for the Agricultural Engineer 
repair and maintenance cost equations, the mean and standard error for 
the variable cost equations were used in estimating probabilities. The 
probabilities estimated for repair and maintenance cost are .44 that 
cost are those detennined by the Agricultural Engineer equation, .24 
TABLE XXVII 
PROBABILITIES AND PERCENT OF FORECASTED 
RETUR.~ FOR WHEAT GROSS RETURNS/ACRE 
Percent of Forecasted Return Probability 
0 .003 
20 .015 
40 .049 
60 .117 
80 .198 
100 .236 
120 .198 
140 .117 
160 .049 
180 .015 
200 .003 
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TABLE XXVII I 
PROBABILITIES AND PERCENT OF FORECASTED 
RETURN FOR GRAIN SORGUM GROSS 
RETURNS/ACRE 
Percent of Forecasted Return Probability 
10 .004 
28 .018 
46 .056 
64 .120 
82 .192 
100 .220 
118 .192 
136 .120 
154 .056 
172 .018 
190 .004 
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probability that cost is eight percent higher than those estimated and 
.04 probability that repair costs are 17 percent above the projected 
cost. Likewise, the probability is .24 that costs may be 92 percent 
and .04 that cost will be 83 percent of those projected in any given 
year. The probabilities for salvage values assumed in this study 
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were .4 that salvage values will be as estimated, .3 that salvage values 
will be 90 percent of that predicted, and .3 that salvage values will 
be 110 percent of the predicted value in any given year. 
The Random Number Generator 
The random number generator RANF by Chandler (1970) of the 
Oklahoma State University Computer Science Department was incorporated 
in the machinery replacement model in order to simulate random returns, 
cost, and variable machinery usage. This Fortran function subprogram 
generates pseudo-random numbers, uniformly distributed on the interval 
(0,1). The procedure which generates the numbers is a composite method 
whereby the numbers from one generator are used to shuffle the numbers 
from a second. This method is the most reliable known and has been 
subjected to the test of randomness (Chandler, 1970). The generator 
also passes the Chi-square test of randomness conducted by the author. 
Variable Returns and Machinery Usage 
The returns less variable cost and optimal planting strategy for 
one simulation are shown in Table XXIX. Columns 2 through 5 give 
returns less variable cost/acre based on the probabilities specified 
and the random numbers generated in this simulation. Note that during 
the 15 year planning horizon returns less variable cost/acre of wheat 
TABLE XXIX 
EXAMPLE OF VARIABLE RETURNS AND VARIABLE CROPPING 
Net Returns Per Acre Acres Planted 
Year Wheatl WheatII Sorghum! Sorghumll Wheatl WheatII Sorghum! Sorghumll Net Profit 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
1 105.88 87 .93 96.93 82.06 210.67 0 39.33 375.00 56892.18 
2 121.39 102.89 5.88 1.90 250.00 54.35 0 0 35940.34 
3 130.95 111.13 49.56 42.97 210.67 0 39.33 375.00 45651. 90 
4 -0.43 -7. so 98.31 87.21 0 0 250.00 165.38 39000.42 
5 189.02 162.60 152.41 137. 33 210.67 0 39.33 375.00 97313.06 
6 121. 88 101. 78 7.70 3.01 250.00 54.35 0 0 36001.53 
7 173.28 147.61 62.03 53.36 210.67 0 39.33 375.00 58953.76 
8 93.99 75.82 122.10 109.15 209.62 0 40.38 375.00 65564.13 
9 293.32 254.76 38.86 31.56 250.00 54.35 0 0 87176.81 
10 5.08 -5.13 72.18 62.50 0 0 250.00 165.38 28382.23 
11 222.18 189. 77 207.53 189.04 210. 67 0 39.33 375.00 125858.50 
12 178.38 150.00 183. 01 165.78 209.62 0 40.38 375.00 106950.10 
1.3 309.30 267.16 227.85 207.65 210.67 0 39. 33 375.00 151989.00 
14 199.75 168.19 162.59 146.58 210.67 0 39.38 375.00 103443.30 
15 344.42 297. 71 51.03 42.05 250.00 54.35 0 0 102285.40 
\0 
\0 
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produced on Class I land range from a high of 309.30 in period 13 to a 
low of -.43/acre in period four. Returns less variable cost/acre of 
grain sorghum on Class I land has a high of 227.85 in period 14 and a 
low of 5.88 in period two. Returns less variable cost for the farm 
(column 10) ranged fom a high of $151,989 in period 13 to a low of 
$28,382 in period 15. Returns will be different in each year and in 
each simulation due to the random numbers generated. 
Columns 6-9 give the optimal planting strategy determined by the 
linear programming subsystem. The linear programming subsystem 
determined optimal production for each period based on the random 
returns generated for that period. Thus perfect knowledge was assumed 
of the random returns in determining crop production while imperfect 
knowledge was assumed in making machinery replacement decisions. 
Note how optimal planting changes in responce to the predicted returns 
less variable cost. In periods two, six, nine, and 15 the acreage 
shifts to wheat as much as the constraints allow due to the relatively 
higher returns for wheat in these years. In periods four and 10 only 
grain sorghum is produced, From 1960-81 grain sorghum was more 
profitable in Northcental Oklahoma eight of the 21 years, while in 
this simulation grain sorghum is projected to be more profitable to 
produce than wheat in four of the 15 years. Table XXX illustrates the 
variability in machinery usage that occurs when random returns are 
generated, 
TABLE XXX 
MACHINERY USAGE BASED ON VARIABLE PROJECTED RETURNS 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 
* 914.39 428.52 914.39 Tractor 619.33 914.39 428.52 
Tandum Disk 625 304.35 625 415.38 625 304.35 
Moldboard Plow 625 304.35 625 415.38 625 304.35 
Field Cultivator 210.67 304.35 210.67 0 210.67 304.35 
Spring tooth 1250 608.7 1250 830.76 1250 608.70 
Drill 625 304.35 625 415.38 625 304.35 
Row Cultivator 414.33 0 414.33 415.38 414.33 0 
Sprayer 414.33 0 414.33 415.38 414.33 0 
1987 
914.39 
625 
625 
210.67 
1250 
625 
414.33 
414.33 
1988 
914.47 
625 
625 
209.62 
1250 
625 
415.38 
415.38 
~ 
0 
~ 
TABLE XXX (Continued) 
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
Tractor 428.52 619.33 914.38 914.l17 914.38 
Tandum Disk 304.35 415.38 625 625 625 
Moldboard Plow 304.35 415.38 625 625 625 
Field Cultivator 304.35 0 210.67 209.62 210.67 
Spring tooth 608.70 830.76 1250 1250 1250 
Drill 304.35 415.38 625 625 625 
Row Cultivator 0 415.38 414.33 415.38 414.33 
Sprayer 0 415.38 414.33 415.38 414.33 
* 
Usage given in hours for tractor and acres for implements. 
1994 
914.38 
625 
625 
210.67 
1250 
625 
414.33 
414.33 
1995 
428.52 
304.35 
304.35 
304.35 
.608.70 
304.35 
0 
0 
f--1 
0 
N 
Machinery Investment/Disinvestment 
Simulation Model with Variable 
Usage and Random Returns 
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The simulation model based on the probabilities and random number 
generator was ran 100 times in order to develop and examine replacement 
distributions. Several alternative replacement criteria are examined 
due to the inability of the replacement model in detennining the 
economic optimum replacement period with stochastic returns. 
A Simulation Example 
Table XXXI shows one of the 100 model simulations based on random 
gross returns, random repair costs, and random salvage values. Column 3 
shows fluctuating gross returns to machinery due to fluctuating gross 
returns to production. Column 4 illustrates fluctuating machinery 
ownership costs attributable to random repair and maintenance machinery 
costs and fluctuating machinery market salvage values. Column 6 gives 
the period net returns to machinery. Of importance is the fluctuating 
net returns to machinery as the variables affecting the replacement 
decision vary. Kletke (1969, p. S) responds to this uncertainty of 
returns to machinery in his replacement study based upon cost analysis 
in stating, "Developing a realistic replacement model is hampered, not 
by whether or not machinery will be needed, but by the inability to 
anticipate accurately future cost and returns." 
Applying the investment/disinvestment decision criteria strictly 
as outlined in Chapter II in this simulation results in replacing the 
machinery complement at the end of the third period. This is because 
TABLE XXXI 
A REPLACEMENT MODEL SIMULATION INCORPORATING RANDOM RETURNS TO MACHINERY 
---------· 
Returns Less Returns to Period Present Period Average 
Age Vnd.ab le Cost Machinery Oosts Value Returns Returns 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (S) .(6) (7) 
l 44953.85 11996.85 28827".07 -15583.55 -16830.23 -16830.23 
2 54379. 77 23293.02 5995.08 - 793.35 17297.93 - 422.45 
3 41649.68 10098.62 4572. 74 3633.27 5525.87 1409.83 
4 33682.49 4085.63 5858.04 2330.48 - 1772.42 703.62 
5 98755.00 46345.79 5054.02 30432.91 41291.66 7122.12 
6 109051.00 52015.72 14484.21 54084.09 37531. 41 11699.21 
7 70842.00 25286.41 12266.60 61681.02 13019.80 118l17. 21 
8 48577.41 14553.91 14090.67 61931.28 463.23 10776. 96 
9 87604.13 36135.36 18157 .05 70924.88 17978.23 11353.64 
10 96249 .06 38067.76 27156. 49 75989.88 10911. 20 11323.09 
11 98712.81 38167.63 26775.26 80864.75 11392 .19 11327.23 
12 56031. 77 8107 .03 37176.52 69320.81 -29069.50 9198.52 
13 76656.00 27083.49 27934.13 69008.00 - 850.65 8731. 02 
14 103443.30 36225.13 41967 .07 67053.0~ - 5741.95 8133. 32 
15 77682 .19 17174.04 54698.16 55223.88 -37524 .13 6451. 78 
- --- I-' 
0 
~ 
period returns of -1772.42 in year four (column 6) are less than the 
annualized average returns (colum 7) of 703.62. However, examining 
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the annualized average returns, returns do not reach a maximum until 
period seven with a figure of $11847.21. This inaccuracy occurs because 
of the violations of the assumptions made in developing the analytical 
replacement model when returns to machinery are stochastic. If returns 
are low in an early period of the machinery's projected life, the 
theoretical model may replace the machinery early not accounting for the 
condition with stochastic returns that later returns may increase and 
actually increase the annualized average from that of earlier periods. 
A question arises with stochastic returns incorporated into the 
model as to why the marginal returns (period returns) are compared to 
the annualized averages in column 7. Why not evaluate the annualized 
average directly and look for the period when the average returns are 
the highest? The reason this is not done is that while the model 
developed is a long-run model with returns projected until 1995, the 
machinery investment/disinvestment decision is a decision which must be 
made yearly. A farmer does not purchase machinery in 1981 and decide 
in 1981 when that machinery is going to be replaced. The decision is 
made each production period based on past returns to machinery and the 
projected returns and requirements for the following periods. Thus the 
comparison must be made at the end of each period n whether to keep or 
replace the machinery according to the projected returns the following 
periods. 
Mnving Averages of the Period Returns 
A possible method for improving the forecasting accuracy of the 
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analytical model with stochastic returns is to compute a moving average 
of the period (marginal) returns and compare this average to the 
annualized average returns. 100 simulations of the investment/ 
disinvestment decision model incorporating variable usage and random 
returns were estimated. Five replacement criteria were tested in each 
simulation. Along with comparing the marginal returns to the annualized 
average, a comparison of a three-year, four-year, five-year, and six-
year moving average of period returns to the annualized average was 
made. 
Table XXXII shows the period returns, three-year, four-year, 
five-year, and six-year moving average of the returns and the annualized 
average for one of the 100 simulations. Of interest is the way the 
moving averages smooth the fluctuations and delay the investment/ 
disinvestment decision. In this particular simulation, the marginal 
criterion replaces the machinery at the end of period three, the three-
year ~oving average replaces after period eight, the four-year after 
period nine, the five-year after period ten, and the six-year at the 
end of period 11. The maximum annualized average occurs in period 
seven. Thus in this simulation the marginal criterion replaces four 
years early with a reduction in average returns of $11,143.38, the 
three-year moving average replaces one period lacer with a reduction of 
Sl,070.25, the four-year moving average two years later with a reduction 
.:Jf $493. 36, the five-year noving average three periods later with a 
reduction of $524 in average returns and the six-year moving average 
~~places with a reduct:ion in annualized returns of $520. Thus the four-
year ~cving average comes the closest in achieving the economic optimum 
in this examule. 
TABLE XXXII 
COMP ARI.SON OF REPLACEMENT CRITERIA FOR ONE SIMULATION 
Year Period Three-Year Four-Year Five-Year Six-Year Average 
Returns Moving Average Moving Average Moving Average Moving Average Returns 
of Period of Period of Period of Period 
Returns Returns Returns Returns 
(1) ( 2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
1 -16830.23 - - - - -16830.23 
2 17297.93 
-
- - -
-
422.45 
3 5525.87 1997.86 - - - 1409.83 
4 - 1772.42 7017.13 1055.29 - - 703.62 
5 41291. 66 15015.04 15585.76 9102.56 
- 7622.12 
6 37351.41 25683.54 20644.11 19974.86 13840.68 11699. 21 
7 13019.80 30614.27 22517.59 19119.23 18815.68 11847.21 
8 463.23 17004.81 23076.52 18106. 72 16009.91 10776.96 
9 17978.23 10487.09 17248.16 22056.85 18085.30 11353.64 
10 10911. 20 9784.22 10593.11 15980.76 20199.24 11323.09 
11 11392.19 13427.21 10186.21 10752.93 15216.01 11327. 23 
12 -29069.50 - 2255.37 2803.03 2355.07 4115. 86 9198.52 
13 - 850.65 - 6175.98 - 1904.19 2072. 29 1804.12 8731.02 
14 - 5741.95 -11887.36 - 6067.48 - 2671. 74 769.92 8133.32 
f-' 
15 -37524.13 -14705.58 -18296.55 -12358.80 -8480.46 6451.78 0 
"" 
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Results of Simulation 
As stated. 100 simulations incorporating random returns and 
variable usage were estimated. The five replacement critera were tested 
in each simulation. A surmnary of the statistical results of the 100 
simulations are as follows. 
Table XXXIV in Appendix A gives the simulation number and the 
optimal economic life as determined by each replacement criterion. 
Cumulative distribution tables for each criterion are given in Figures 
19 through 23. Statistical information concerning each distribution 
are the following. 
The marginal criterion (Figure 19) based on the 100 simulations has 
a mean replacement period of 3.97, a median of 5.5, and a mode of 5. 
The standard error is 2.3288. 
The three-year moving average criterion (Figure 20) results in a 
mean replacement of 6.79, a median of 7.5 and a mode of seven. The 
standard error was 2.85. 
The four-year criterion produced a mean of 8.26 years, a median of 
8.5 and a replacement mode of eight. The standard error was 2.6116 
(Figure 21). 
The five-year criterion selection (Figure 22) results in a 
distribution mean of 9.65 years, a median of 9.5. and a mode of nine. 
The standard error was estimated to be 2.524. 
Concluding, the six-year moving average criterion (Figure 23) 
resulted in a mean. mode, and median of ten years. The standard error 
was 2.51. 
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Selecting a Replacement Criterion 
The procedure used in selecting the optimal replacement criterion 
based on the 100 simulations estimated in this study is explained below. 
The annualized average in the year of disposition recommended by each 
of the five replacement criterion was recorded for the 100 simulations. 
The annualized averages were summed and divided by 100 resulting in an 
"average" annualized return for each of the distributions discussed in 
the preceding section. The replacement criterion which resulted in the 
highest annualized average was judged to be the optimal replacement 
criterion with random returns. 
The marginal criterion produced a total annualized average for the 
100 runs of $216,818.00. Dividing the the 100 runs results in an 
average for the distribution of $2168.88. The three-year moving average 
resulting in an average of $3560.28, the four-year of $3791.74, the 
five-year of $3733.93 and the six-year of $3543.28. Thus using the 
four-year moving average of period returns criterion resulted in the 
highest annualized average returns in the year of replacement and is 
judged to be the optimal replacement criterion based on this sample. 
However, it should be noted that there is very little difference in lost 
returns from using the other moving averages and all were found to be 
superior to the marginal criterion in selecting the optimum replacement 
period with random returns to machinery. 
CHAPTER VI 
STJHHARY .A:.m CONCLUSIONS 
The main objective of this study was to empirically test a 
durable investment/disinvestment model developed by Robison (1980). 
Othe.r objectives include: (1) To project returns to machinery for 
a hypothetical farm in N'orthcent~al Oklahoma for the period 1981 to 
1995, (2) To incorporate the new tax regulations from the 1981 
Eccnomic Recovery Tax Act into the investment/disinvestment model, 
(3) To determine the effects of changes in various parameters and 
econonic conditions on the replacement model, and (4) to analyze 
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the effects of uncertainty on the replacement mocel and test several 
replacement criteria for determining optimal i:1vestment/ disinvest;nent 
with stochastic returns. 
An understanding of economic resource theory and analytical 
replaceffient models is a necessary precursor for performing sound 
empirical invest~ent/disinvestment analysis. The literature review 
begins with a presentation of resource theory by Leftwich (1980) 
which ties in hm·· !:he investffient and prociuction decisions made by 
other firms in the industry affect the market demand faced by an 
individual firm. Fixa<l asset theory by Johnson (1971) and others is 
critiqued nex'..:. This theory examines the acquisition and disposal 
of resources based on the divert,ence between acquisition and salvage 
prices. Following this js the examination of a theoretical r~placement 
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model by Faris (1960) based on net returns to machinery. The criterion 
for replacement of assets with revenues being realized throughout the 
life of the asset is when marginal net revenue from the present 
enterprise equals the highest amortized present value of anticipated 
net revenue from the following enterprise. 
Baquet (1980) develops a theoretical model in which both durable 
assets and the flow of services from the durable are inputs in a 
vertically integrated production process. This allows for varying 
extraction rates in determining the optimal amount of services 
extracted from the durable in each production period. 
The literature review concludes with a presentation of a 
classification of the costs associated with the ownership of a durable 
and an investment/disinvestment model by Robison (1980). Machinery 
ownership costs incorporated in the investment/disinvestment model 
include: (1) time depreciation costs which equal the change in salvage 
value attributable to changes in demand for the durable and/or output 
produced from the durable's services, (2) direct user costs which 
equal the change in salvage value associated with using up services 
of the durable, (3) control time costs which equal the change in salvage 
value resulting from the passage of time, and (4) control costs which 
represent the opportunity cost of controlling the asset. The 
replacement model developed by Robison used in this study assumes the 
economic life of future durables is identical to the first and compares 
marginal returns in each period to annualized average returns. The 
optimal economic life is the point in time when marginal returns are 
no longer greater than the amortized average returns. 
A systems model was developed to test the investment/disinvestment 
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decision model. A linear prograrrnning subsystem determines the optimal 
crop production given projected returns less variable cost/acre. After 
determining machinery usage each year from the linear prograrrnning 
subsystem and Oklahoma State Enterprise Budget guidelines, durable asset 
ownership costs are computed using the 1980 Ai~erican Agricultural 
Engineer Yearbook equations and durable ownership costs guidelines 
explained by Robison (1980). Tax considerations for the ownership of 
machinery based on the 1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act are estimated in 
the model and returns to machinery are separated from the other fixed 
factors of production. The net returns to machinery for each period in 
the planning horizon are estimated and the optimal investment/ 
disinvestment decision for the machinery complement is determined. 
The following summarizes the simulations conducted in this study. 
Table XX.XIII presents a lising of the results of the simulations. 
A hypothetical farm in Northcental Oklahoma consisting of 625 
acres was used in analyzing the replacement model. Wheat and grain 
sorghum were the two crop alternatives. Gross returns and variable 
osts/acre were estimated based on 1950-1981 data with year and year 
squared the independent variables. 
For income tax purposes the accrual method in which all items of 
gross income from the farming operation and farm business expenses are 
included in the tax year in which they are incurred, regardless of when 
payment is received or paid is used, A calender year represents a tax 
year. A farmer and his wife with two children ·were assumed to file a 
joint return in computing tax considerations. The standard depreciation 
period of five years under the 1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act was chosen 
in depreciating the machinery complement and a ten percent investment 
TABLE XXXIII 
SUMMARY OF REPLACEMENT MODEL SIMULATION RESULTS 
Sinunulation Optimal Economic Replacement Period 
Base Solution 
Lower Returns Generated 
throughout projected lifetime 
Higher Returns Generated 
throughout projected lifetime 
Addition of 100 acres cropland 
Reduction of 100 acres cropland 
Blue Book Salvage Values 
50 percent reduction in 
estimated repair and maintenance 
cost throughout projected lifetime 
25 percent reduction in 
estimated repair and maintenance 
cost throughout projected lifetime 
50 percent increase in 
estimated repair and maintenance 
cost throughout projected lifetime 
100 percent increase in estimated 
repair and maintenance cost 
throughout projected lifetime 
Model without tax considerations 
Model based on old tax regulations 
(prior to 1981 Recovery Tax Act) 
Model based on 1981 Economic Recovery 
Tax Act (Base Solution) 
Four-year moving average of period 
returns criteria incorporating 
random returns and variable usage 
of machinery (100 simulations) 
a. Mean 
b. Median 
c. Mode 
7 
5 
8 
6 
9 
8 
10 
8 
5 
5 
8 
7 
7 
8.26 
8.50 
8 
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credit was taken in the year of acquisition of the machinery complement. 
In the base solution due to the nature of the projected returns 
the profit-maximizing solution determined by the linear programming 
system for the 15 year planning horizon was 210 acres of wheat on 
Class I land, 39.33 acres of grain sorghum on Class I land and 375 
acres of grain sorghum on Class II land. By comparing the marginal 
returns to the multi-period gain function (amortized average) an 
economic life of seven years was determined for the machinery complement. 
To determine the effect of gross returns on the investment/ 
disinvestment decision two different forecasting procedures other 
than that used in the base solution were incorporated into the 
replacement model. A forecasting procedure using 1970-81 data 
based on a trend model with later observations weighted heavier than 
earlier observations generated lower net returns to machinery throughout 
the planning horizon which reduced the economic life of the machinery 
complement to five years. A forecasting method using a simple linear 
regression based on 1976-81 data resulted in greater returns to 
machinery than the base solution. With greater net returns throughout 
the projected life the economic life of the machinery complement 
increased to eight years. 
The next parameter affecting the replacement decision examined 
was farm size. Farm size was increased and decreased by 100 acres. 
A 100 acre increase in farm size decreased the economic life of the 
machinery to six years while a decrease of 100 acres increased the 
econo~ic life to nine years. An increase in farr qize decreases t'ce 
economic life of the machinery complement because of the decrease in 
returns in later years due to the higher repair and maintenance cost 
attributable to increased machinery usage. A decrease in farm size 
has the opposite effect in that returns in later years are increased 
due to lower repair and maintenance cost. 
Salvage values were reestimated based on 1980 Machinery Elue 
Book values. Although the replacement period did not change, the 
model illustrated how machinery appreciation may actually decrease 
ownership cost as the machinery ages due to zero or negative time 
depreciation cost. 
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Repair and maintenance costs are one of the largest costs 
associated with the ownership of farm machinery. Repair costs of 50, 
75, 150, and 200 percent of those estimated in the base solution were 
computed and incorporated in the model to reflect the large range of 
possible repair costs. A 50 percent reduction in repair costs increased 
the economic life to ten years and a 75 percent reduction increased the 
economic life to eight years. An increase in repair cost of both 150 
and 200 percent decreased the economic life of the machinery complement 
to five years, 
The final sensitivity test performed was the evaluation of the 
effects of the 1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act on the replacement 
decision, Dropping taxes from the model resulted in an increase from 
seven to eight years in the economic life of the machinery complement. 
Although the 1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act increased the present value 
of the returns to machinery $16,416 over the model without taxes and 
by $1,163 over the model based on past tax regulations and tables, an 
economic life of seven years was determined under both tax policies. 
Therefore in this instance, the 1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act 
increased returns due to the investment of machinery; however, failed 
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to decrease the economic life of the machinery complement and encourage 
increased investment. 
The investment/disinvestment decision and sensitivity test 
discussed to this point assumed costs and returns were known with 
perfect knowledge. The model simulations in Chapter V incorporated 
variable machinery usage and random returns in the replacement decision 
by the use of a random number generator in order to produce probability 
distributions. Gross returns, repair and maintenance costs, and 
salvage values were allowed to vary by specifying probabilities of 
the prediction and generating random numbers. The simulation model 
based on probabilities and the random number generator was ran 100 times 
and several alternative replacement criteria were examined. Along with 
comparing the marginal returns to the annualized average the comparison 
of a three-year, four-year, five-year, and six-year moving average of 
period returns to the annualized average returns was made. Using 
maximum annualized average returns as a judging criterion the four-year 
moving average of period returns with a mean replacement period of 
8.26, a median of 8.5, a mode of eight, and a standard error of 2.6 was 
judged to be the best replacement criterion of those tested in 
determining replacement with stochastic returns to machinery. However 
use of any of the other moving averages tested would result in very 
little difference in lost returns and all moving averages were judged to 
be superior in maximizing returns to machinery than the marginal 
crierion when returns to machinery are random. 
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Limitations and Need for Further Research 
To make the durable machinery investment/disinvestment model more 
useful and realistic the following suggestions are made: 
(1). The tractor and complements in this study were treated as a 
single unit when analyzing replacement. Further theoretical 
developments are needed to separate the gains attributable to each 
durable and to inputs used in conjunction with the durable. 
(2). Replacement criteria assumed the machinery complement would 
be replaced with an identical unit with identical net returns over time. 
Criteria is needed in other cases such as technological improvements in 
the current complement or a completely different type of machinery. 
(3). Further empirical investigation is needed in developing the 
replacement model by applying the investment/disinvestment framework to 
different farms, machinery, crops, etc. 
(4). Better forecasting techniques need to be developed in 
forecasting future returns to machinery and in dealing with uncertainty. 
A possible area of research would be the use of Bayesian analysis in 
which marketing and farm management specialist could be surveyed for 
subjective probabilities as to future machinery costs and returns. 
(5). In all simulations made in this study the linear programming 
subsystem determined optimal production given the predicted returns 
and cost for that year. Effects of non-optimal production decisions 
on the machinery replacement decision should be examined. 
In conclusion, the empirical investment/disinvestment model 
developed in this study contributes to the understanding and development 
of durable resource theory and increases the knowledge of the 
interaction among costs associated with the ownership of durables and 
the effects of changes in various parameters on the investment/ 
disinvestment decision. 
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TABLE XXXIV 
SIMULATION AND OPTIMAL ECONOMIC LIFE DETERMINED 
BY EACH REPLACEMENT CRITERION 
Simulation Marginal Three-Year Four-Year Five-Year Six-Year 
Number Returns Moving Moving Moving Moving 
Average Average Average Average 
l 2 10 11 11 11 
2 2 11 14 13 14 
3 4 10 11 11 13 
4 5 6 12 12 10 
5 5 7 8 9 10 
6 9 10 11 12 12 
7 9 11 11 13 13 
8 4 6 7 8 8 
9 3 10 11 12 11 
10 l 3 3 13 13 
11 5 6 6 7 8 
12 l 3 11 N.R. N.R. 
13 4 10 11 12 13 
14 6 7 8 11 11 
15 2 2 9 10 10 
16 4 5 7 8 8 
17 l 3 3 6 5 
18 7 ..., 8 8 8 I 
19 1 8 10 10 10 
20 4 4 5 4 7 
21 5 5 6 8 10 
22 l ') 8 N.R. N.R . .:.. 
23 2 4 5 6 7 
24 l 2 11 11 13 
25 2 4 10 11 12 
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TABLE X..'CCIV (Continued) 
Simulation Marginal Three-Year Four-Year Five-Year Six-Year 
Number Returns Moving Moving Moving Moving 
Average Average Average Average 
26 7 8 8 9 9 
27 3 7 7 7 8 
28 6 8 8 9 10 
29 2 4 5 4 5 
30 3 9 10 11 11 
31 5 6 7 8 9 
32 5 7 8 8 9 
33 5 8 8 9 9 
34 6 7 8 9 10 
35 10 10 11 12 13 
36 1 2 9 9 9 
37 7 8 9 10 10 
38 3 13 13 14 13 
39 3 5 5 6 5 
40 4 10 11 12 12 
41 4 9 9 10 9 
42 5 9 10 9 10 
43 2 8 8 9 10 
44 5 5 5 6 5 
45 8 8 9 10 11 
46 2 2 3 4 7 
47 2 2 7 9 9 
48 5 6 7 8 9 
49 1 2 8 8 10 
50 3 5 3 12 11 
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TABLE XXXIV (Continued) 
Simulation Marginal Three-Year Four-Year Five-Year Six-Year 
Number Returns Moving Moving Moving Moving 
Average Average Average Average 
51 5 5 5 6 5 
52 5 7 7 9 9 
53 9 11 12 13 14 
54 5 7 12 13 14 
55 8 8 9 10 11 
56 4 6 7 7 8 
57 7 9 11 11 11 
58 1 9 9 11 12 
59 1 2 4 5 5 
60 2 4 5 4 7 
61 5 6 7 8 9 
62 5 7 7 8 9 
63 5 7 8 9 10 
64 1 2 3 5 12 
65 3 8 12 12 8 
66 2 10 11 13 13 
67 2 8 10 10 11 
68 3 4 5 12 12 
69 5 9 9 9 10 
70 1 2 9 9 10 
71 9 11 12 13 14 
72 1 11 12 12 13 
73 6 10 10 10 11 
74 7 7 8 8 9 
75 5 7 8 9 10 
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TABLE XXXIV (Continued) 
Simulation Marginal Three-Year Four-Year Five-Year Six-Year 
Number Returns Moving Moving Moving Moving 
Average Average Average Average 
76 2 8 9 9 9 
77 2 2 3 9 9 
78 4 9 10 N. R. 9 
79 3 7 6 9 8 
80 3 10 11 13 13 
81 6 7 8 9 10 
82 7 8 10 10 10 
83 2 2 5 12 5 
84 2 2 6 6 6 
85 1 2 8 9 9 
86 9 11 12 13 14 
87 5 7 7 9 9 
88 6 7 8 9 10 
89 3 5 6 7 7 
90 1 12 12 13 14 
91 5 11 11 11 11 
92 4 6 7 8 8 
93 5 7 9 9 :LR. 
94 1 8 8 9 10 
95 3 7 8 8 8 
96 4 5 5 12 5 
97 8 9 9 10 10 
98 2 10 11 12 13 
99 2 8 3 10 10 
100 3 8 9 10 11 
* N.R. implies that the economic life was not reached in the 15 
year planning horizon. 
APPENDIX B 
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM 
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The investment/disinvestment Fortran Watfiv program developed 
for this study is shown in Table XXXIII. The model as listed is that 
used in generating machinery investment/disinvestment distributions 
based on random numbers and probabilities. Statement 15 loops the 
entire program the number of times specified by the progrannner. 
Statement 97 rewinds the data file so that the program may begin 
another loop. If the investment program is looped the input data 
must be placed in a file and run using TSO. 
Whether on TSO file or computer cards the input is typed using 
the same procedure. First the linear programming matrix must be 
defined as specified in the subroutine LPSUB. It is very important 
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to define the linear progrannning matrix as specified by the arguements 
beginning with statement 212. Each A(I,J), B(K) should be typed 
with decimal point in a ten-column field beginning at column one. 
Next, gross returns/acre GRET and variable cost of production/acre 
VCO are inputed in according to statements 271-272. On each card or 
line the gross returns/acre is typed in column one through ten and 
variable cost/acre in columns 11 through 20. Numerals should be typed 
with decimal points. 
The next variable to be typed is IASST, the number of assets 
included in the machinery complement. This variable is typed right 
justified without decimal point in columns one through three according 
to statements 31-32. 
Proceeding, the next card or line contains the variables RATE, 
MLIFE,PNEW,TOTLF, and IEQ. RATE is the specified discount rate, MLIFE 
the desired length of planning horizon, PNEW the purchase price of an 
asset, TOTLF the estimated physical life of the asset, and IEQ the 
machinery engineering code. The typing specifications for these 
variables are given in program statement 36. 
The last variable to be inputed is the machinery salvage price 
as specified in statements 77-78. The prices should be typed in six-
column fields beginning at column one including decimal points. 
The first common block of the investment routine reads in the 
variables inputed into the program and calls the other subroutines. 
The sequence is as follows: statements 16-28 initialize many of the 
variables setting them equal to zero. Statement 30 calls the linear 
programming subroutine which begins at statement 212. Subroutine 
LPSUB begins with directions for defining the dimensions of the 
linear programming matrix. Statement 269 initialized the random 
number generator. The random number generator RANF is a Fortran 
subprogram by Chandler (1972) of the Oklahoma State University 
Computer Science Department. This function generates pseudo-
random numbers uniformily distributed on the interval (0,1). It 
uses the most reliable method known to generate random numbers with a 
computer and generally passes all known tests of randomness. 
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Statements 273-294 assign gross returns based on the probabilities 
specified and the random number generated. Statement 302 calls the 
ZX3LP subroutine. The ZX3LP subroutine is an IMSL Fortran subroutine 
which solves the linear program problem via a revised simplex algorithm. 
The output generated by the linear programming subroutine is Z, C(Z), 
PSOL(Z), and S. Respectively, these variables represent year, net 
returns per acre for each crop, the optimal acreage to be planted of 
each crop, and the value of the objective function. 
Following the LPSUB routine the program returns to statement 31. 
After reading in variables, statements 37-76 compute annual machinery 
usage based on the optimal acreage planted as determined by the LPSUB 
routine. 
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The program next calls the repair and maintenance cost subroutine. 
(Statement 79). Subroutine CALC begins at statement 324. Machinery 
repair and maintenance cost are computed based on TAR equations and 
IEQ codes reported in the 1980 A.S.A.E. Yearbook. 
Upon the completion of calculating machinery annual usage and 
repair and maintenance cost for each implement, statement 94 calls the 
investment/disinvestment subroutine which begins at statement 101. 
Statements 175-178 call the appropriate tax subroutine which calculates 
the tax savings due to the machinery investment. The investment/ 
disinvestment subroutine calculates net returns to machinery and 
outputs the necessary information to determine the optimal investment/ 
disinvestment decision as outlined in Chapters II and III. 
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TABLE XXXV 
INVESTMENT/DISI~VESTMENT COMPUTER PROGRAM 
MAJOR VARIABLES 
!ER : ::nEREST CHARG!5 O:l !'..\C!U~ERY P!R PERIOD 
us = ~u SA'II!l~S AT':'~IEOT.\BL::: TO !!lCHelERY 1:1VESTP-!!~IT 
(DOES NOT INCLUCE TAX CREDIT) 
~E~ = TAX EXEMPT!ONS SS$ 
!"-\~ = ~OT.\L :-!.\~ACEM!rn':' CHARGES 
OVER = TOTAL OVERHEAD CHARGES 
TP!(Z) = TAX DEPRECI.\':'ION DEDtfC'IIO'IS FOR 3USISESS PROi'ERTY 
TAXCR : TAX CR!DIT FO~ !f.\CHI~!:R'f I!:'lEST~EHT 
Rl?IF = RANDOM :HJ!-43 ER t;E~:ERATOR 
ZCOM = CONTROL COST R!FLECT!O 3Y S~LVlCE VlLUE • 
DISCOUNT RA':'£ 
TlXES :: TlX!S Olf lo!.\Ci!I:H:RY PER PERIOD 
?RIC! : S.\LVJ..GE PRICf: OF lSSET 
PPOL'l :: "ULTI-PE:RIOD ~.\!II FU:JCTIOl'f 
~v~c = 'P:'i!S!NT ULUE ~F SUMl-'lTIO:l or RETURrlS 
l&CST = !'F:RIOO COST OF ~l..\CHI:!F:RY COMPL!ME:iT 
SOR : USURA~ICE COST Otl ~..\C!lPIERY PER PE!HOD 
!!LIFE : '.>ES IRED t.E:lGT!! CF PL A~rn I~!G ~ORIZ09 
!'US?!) = :a X 1 ARRlY ~F :~KT 'i lL'J~S FOR '!'HE USED lSSET 
?~IE~ : ?IJ~C~.\SE PR!C! OF TH:: lSSE'!' 
I.\SST = :1U~9ER a: :.ss::TS TO a:: PRCCESSE:l PER RU! 
VFUSE : 21Xl :.RR,W US!!) TO REFt.!CT V ARYI:iG USE SU. 'llCE VALUES 
·vcosr = 21Xl ARRAY US!D TO REFLECT VARYI~C USE JPERlTL~C COSTS 
RGP.0 = G?.OSS atTORf.S TO ~ACHINERY 
RNET : SET RETURNS TO MlCHINERY 
RTRN : CROSS RETURNS 
RATE = DISCOUNT RATE 
L.\NDCI) = ?E.TUR1lS :.LLOCUEIJ TO C.1NO 
~U(I) : RETURNS Cf!.lPCE::> TO MlNA~£~E9T 
OVER(l) = RETUR9S CH:.RGEO TO OVERHEAD 
LPSt'B = FORT~:.~ LI!!E.\F ?ROGRJ.:-1!'1 ING SUBROUTINE 
zxz = ~OT.\t O\"E~H!.\O., UA~lGE!-'!~lT, LUIO C!'l.RCES 
TOTL:' = ::srrnuc:::i TO':':.L !iCCRS OF PH'{SICAL t.IFE OF USE! 
IEQ : ,'.G'.'HCUt':'UiL\I. E.:::a::EF.?. '!lC!II!~E~Y COCE 
ANUSECI) = u•:uu USACE{HOIJRS rnR TR..\CTORS, ACR!S FOR 
OT!I!:::.t ~:.cm:rERY) 
av = s?. oo, 1991 01EP.'.iE:.D C~U.RGE FOR !i.C. OICLAHmu 
F!lI = U::!UAL PROJEC':'E?:' !llFLlTIDn RATE FOP OVERl'ElD CHARGES 
yyy = ":'OT.\t TUES,t~:saRAtlCE,I~TE:REST, AND lCQUirITIO~f COST 
FOR A GIVEN YElP. 
Y~l". 
CLAI = TOT.\L ACRES or CtASS I LAND 
CL.U:i: :: TCUL ACRES Of CLASS 11 LA!IO 
TAC = TO~lL ?L.\~TABL~ ACRCS 
~RET = G~OSS RETURGS (?~ICE • VIELD)/lCRE 
VCO : ': ..\ l'I.\aLE COST r:;" l'ROOUCTIO:•J ACRE 
~~~(?) = TOTAL GROSS PE~URSS 
1C(Z) = TOTAL 7A~IABU: COST 
C(L} = ~!T RE':',RNS or FAR~. 
!~?(:) : OPTI~lL TO!lL ~Ll~TED lCRES/YElP. 
!1-.'P{Z) = OPTI~!AL TC':' .U. "1i!EU ACRES/YEAR. 
?SP(Z) = OP':rn.µ. TOTlL ~R.Ult SORGHUX l.CRES/Y::u. 
co~~o~ ~L!FE,~lTE,PT~·c~l),:OST(21),?USEOC2l),P~E~ 
CO~PO~ VRUSE(21),VCOS•c:1),l~USE(21).1TOTLF,OLIST 
CO!-!!'O'j I ::a,?P.ICE: c21),, ·cosr c21>,TEP<21 >, s AL< 21> 
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TABLE XXXV (Continued) 
4 
5 
'i 
7 
g 
CC~MO~ IA,N,Ml,~2,IE?,I,J,K,L,Z,S COM~O~ ~RET,VCO,GRE(21) 1 1C(21J,?lC 
ca~~Q~ LlHD(21),~l~{2!) ca!-l~ms ! AP c 21 >, r SP c21 ', -::;ip c21 >,TR :.c < 21 >, ":' :.:10 <21 J, .'rnL ~ c21 > co~~an FIECt2l),SPPI~(21},RILLC21),~CUL(21),S?Ol(21J 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
13 
19 
20 
:1 
:2 
:23 
24 
~c; 
c 
CO~MON T?EC21},TIN,TE~,EXEM COMMON Ql,PB1 ?C,PD 1 PE,PF,PG,?H,PI,?J 
COP.MON TlS,~A,?A 
CC~MOU TlXCRC2l) 
nlTEGER G 
R!:lL .\ 
DO 6437 G= 11 2 
DO 5 I=l,21 
'.\TR!IC I> .: 0. 0 
?!'ICEC1) = 0.0 
"'Jseo er> = o. o 
·;~!J~E(l} = O.O 
'lCOST{I) = O.O 
':'E!t C! ) = 0. 0 
SAL(!) .: O.O 
L.:. ::r: ( I) = 0. 0 
\IA ~I(! ) : 0 • 0 
".'?EU} = o.c 
THC!'(I) = O.J 
23 5 CCN~r~:a! 
29 OLIST = O. 0 
30 ClLL L~SUB 
c 
31 ~ElD(9,1000}IlSST 
32 1000 FOR!A!{IJ) 
c C I~PUT ~~: FI~ST 20 ?RCDUCTIO~ ?~RIOD DA":'A 
c 
33 :rn 10 •;: 1, USST 
J4 ~EA0(9,20COJRlTE,~LIF!,r~z~,roTL~,IEQ 
JS ~LIST = OLIST + P~!~ 36 2000 7QP~AT(F5.2,3x,r2,~x,:Fl0.2,Jx,I:) 
37 I!'"(IS~.::~.2)r,O TO 17 
3g IF(IF.Q.EQ.4)G0 !C 37 
39 IF(!;:Q.EC.5)~ TO 47 ·~O IF(I!::Q.EQ.5)t;O !O :1 
41 IF(I!::O.E~.7)G0 re 67 
42 IF ( I~Q. :'. Q. 3) G::J 1'0 77 
43 IFCIEQ.SQ.?)GO TC S7 
44 17 JO 14 !=l,~'LIF=: 
45 l~USF(!} =TRAC(!) 
46 14 CC3~I~~~ 
.p GD 70 7.,/ 
~8 37 JO 34 [:l,YLIFE 
~ 9 ;..~:USE (I } = ~\CL :J ( I) 
so 3~ co~~!~nE 
51 GO TC 77., 
52 .;7 !!'"(P~::·:. ::'.Q.3500) GO TO 2-:' 
c:3 :ia 44 ~=1,:~trn: 
54 ANUSS(I) = Tl~D(I) 
55 44 cc~r~r::c:: 
Sc GG -ro 717 
~7 2'"'.' C'O ~4 !=1,.,LIF~ 
5 ~ ;..:: USS (: ) = S ?R r.•; (I ) 
137 
~9 
60 
61 
62 
63 
54 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
'12 
73 
74 
7S 
76 
77 
70 
80 
31 
32 
c 
c 
G 
... 
~ 
c 
24 
57 
54 
67 
64 
77 
7-t 
87 
84 
~..,., 
I'' 
3COO 
cc~:~I:-lr:: 
·';~ TO 777 
TABLE XXXV (Continued) 
~a 54 r = l, ·~Lr::: 
1NOSEC!l = F1!C(!) 
conrr:;·~E 
~O TO 77"" 
00 64 I=l,~L.IF:: 
1NUS£(!} = RILL(I) 
CONT mu:: 
:::o '!O 777 
:JO 74 'Z=t,:~L!FE 
~NUSECI) = RCULCI) 
CONTI!i':~ 
GO TO 77i 
i)Q 94 I=l,~LlfE 
A3USE(l) = S?RACI) 
CC:lT!.'~E 
GO !O 777 
R!AC{7,3000)(?~ICE(r.),K=1,~LIF~) 
FOR!<!ATC 1 OF6 •. :D 
ClLL VA~!ABLE COST C1LCtLATI~G SU~RCUT!~~ 
:c 10 J=l,21 
VCOS7(J) = VCCST(J) • 7CGS!(J) 
VRUSE(J) = VRUSE(J} • ?~!C!(J) 
a 3 1 a cm1TI!:n 
34 00 9Jl J=l,21 
S 5 l = Ulff ( 0 ) 
36 I:"(.\.LE: •• 04) VCOS':'(J) = '/COS'!'(J) • .93 
'27 !F{A.G:" •• 04.l!lO.A.LE •• 2::) 7C:JST(J):'/COS:'(J)•.91
 
BS If(A.GT •• 72.A90.l.LE •• 96) VCOST(JJ=VCOST(JJ•l.0
3 
39 I:(.S..G".' •• 96) 7COST(J) = 7CCS1'(J} "l.li 
? 0 A = ? 1 ·; F' ( v) 
?l IF{A.L~ •• J) 1~rySE(J) : VRUS!(J) • .? 
92 I~(l.~~ •• 7) ~~US!(JJ = ~~USE(J) • 1.1 
13 931 CC~7I~JE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
94 CALL ~7S~ 
? 5 ',) i::r :'£ { c .I 3 '5 0 0 ) 
96 3500 :"0?".!.TU'.il) 
'l7 REiiI~:D 9 
98 
99 
tC 0 
10 l 
STOP 
~··"""' -~' L. 
c **•••*•~**••T•··~··*··~···········•****
*~***•·~--~·~·..,..···••W•• 
SU~:<OU'i' I '.IE 'J~SE 
c 
c 7t:S::: S"'.? ?CUTVIS OPT! "!Z::::S ;.ss::T I~:VEST!':
:~;-r FO~ '/ H 'l!~:G USE .:;Ac:: 
c ?~Oc~c~rc~ PERIOD 
c 
138 
lC 2 
1c 3 
:.c .. 
105 
106 
107 
10 8 
1C9 
110 
lll 
112 
!13 
114 
115 
t.:.o 
117 
118 
l! 9 
l:o 
1:1 
122 
1:3 
12 '\ 
125 
126 
117 
128 
1:9 
lJO 
131 
:32 
1.33 
:3 4 
135 
!Jo 
!37 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
14 3 
144 
HS 
146 
1~7 
litd 
l49 
1: 0 
151 
152 
153 
!54 
:.:s 
c 
c 
c 
.. 
" ~ 
c 
TABLE XXXV (Coninued) 
cc:H•m1 ~-!LI~ ,!h:::, fl'!'.'''.(21),COS:'{21),P'JS :'(21 ),?~;::·.; 
cc~~o~ v~us c:1),VCCS:'C:1),A~US~(21),TO t~,SLI~7 
cc~~cs !EQ, ~IC!(21),:'CCST(:lJ,?!~(2l), ~L(21) 
co~~c~ Il,~,~l,M2,IER,I,J,X,t,z,s 
ca~~o• GRET,7CO,GR!(2l),7C(21),:'1C 
CO~MON LAHC(21),~AMC2l) 
COMMON TAP (21), TSP (21), ~WP(2 l), TRAC (21}, T l'.:D (21), :~ GL::l (21) 
co~~CN ~!EC(21),SPRI~(21},RILL(21),RCUL(21),SPRA(2l) 
ccmmN !?!:{2.l) ,TIN,T!!!, EXE!-! 
CO~MON QA,PS,PC,?O,P!,?~,PG,P~,?I,?J 
CO~!'O:l !lS,TA,?\ 
CC~MCN ! 1XCi:!(21) 
"!E..\L OV 
:iEAL fH 
?E .. U. rt:RO 
~EAL !CO:l(21) 
?EAL ~~OTC21),R~lT(21) 
!!Ji::;cc ~ 
:'CH~C IS THE CHANG! I~ \SSE! 1:.LU! ?!~ ?~C,~C':'!~M ?~~10D 
~r,'.)~9 = DU"~'Y 'HR!.~3t:: '."OR co~i·r"UOS .~~·:.L'lSIS CJ·~2~;usc:; 
·.;;.;;.; = '.'!. !S1' 
= c "7 0 ~~ = 1, 3 
".'!~(~) = .163 • ~~~ 
~~~ = ~~~ - (.3J • ~~~) 
70 COW~I~::JE 
ZCON(l) = DLIST • ~ATE 
00 848"7 G:2,~LIFE 
!CGN(~} : VROSS(G-1) • ~ATS 
B487 CO~l'!'!~l!J:: 
=~~ES = .Ol • ~LIST 
".'CH~IG : 9LIS7 
'JV :: 9.JO 
?C~~B = -1000000000.0 
rc:s':' = J 
-~EC = :'!. IST 
".'CP.~IG : 1LIS1'. 
=-~:I = ! • 0 7 
".'AXC~(l) = .l • CLIS".' 
~~ = ll 9 00. 
?9 : 15'JOO. 
'.'C = 2'J200. 
2<~6 oo. 
29900. 
JS2 OC. 
45~00. 
15COOO. 
s: 6 JO. 
109 ~oo. 
?2 = ?:. = 
'JC' 
= 
i'G = 
,, <J 
= 
?l = 
':'J = 
".'?ECl) = .15 • OLIST 
7PE(2) = .22 • JLIS".' 
".'?E(J) = .21 • JLIST 
".'?E(4) = .21 • DLIST 
!~£(5) : .21 ~ OLIS! 
SXEV = 5 ooc. 
~-~:~~(l) = 99999999q9qri. 
?.:::.;c2~ = 99999999-,99.,, 
139 
TABLE XXXV (Continued} 
l 5 6 ·.;i' IT! C lj , 8 0 O Q ) 
157 3000 ?OP~17Cl3l) 
158 ~RI!!(6,J000) 
159 1000 "'0!='.\ll!{•-•,!42,•RO!!ISC~ OUlUSC.E QIS!W1EST''E~l1' :..~iAL'lSIS•,///' •, 
160 
:61 
162 
!.6 3 
164 
165 
166 
157 
l.68 
!. 5 ~ 
1 ... '1 
1"71 
172 
173 
:_74 
175 
1 ... 5 
177 
!i8 
1'"9 
120 
:31 
:22 
1"3 
l: 4 
: 'lS 
l '36 
127 
!88 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
:r2,•1GE 1 ,:11,•RETUR~s c.sss•,r26, 1 ~ETUR~s !J•,r40, 1 P!2100•,T52 • 
2SE:IT',':'6S,•EJE~IOD RE~~R~~s·.,TS9,·~0'1I~:c ~1::RAGE 1 ,TlOS,•UUlTI p ;;: 
J0•,1• ',T2, 1 (1) 1 ,r11, 1 VARIABC.! cosr 1 ,T26,'MACHI~ER7 1 ,r4~,·cos s• 
4S2, 1 V.\LU!•,T68, 1 G(S) 1 ,TS9,•0f RETUR~s·,r1os, 
5 1 GlIN fUNCTION 1 ,/ 1 •,TS,115('-')) 
3EGI~rn1:1c or OPTL'HZ.\TIO:I [.00? 
DS~ET = J.O 
DD 20 !{::: 11 l'LlfE 
C.TOT = ~ 
BECI~NI~~ or [.00? T8 DISC8UNT 9E~ R!TUR~S 
SUR= .006 • VRUSE(~) 
'{Y'l ::: :'E !'.l(lO • SiJR • :'.~:":ES 
'.J'1ER = 07 • ':'~C 
:x.\~(!) ::: .1 • (!JVE?. • V~(K) • '!'('!) 
t..~ ~l C ( !<) : ( • 33 3 3 '" G '.'~ ( ~) ) - ( • !.3 S 6 '" ·; C ('.{) ) 
~ 'l = G9: • : ~i I 
lac = l3C - 'lRUSE(!"') 
RNET = RT~:oo - '/CSST(K) 
RNET ::: R ~IET - 'lYY 
71' = ~N!T - !~E~ 
T!N ::: R~!! - !XE~ - T?!(~) 
!F(K.E~.l) ClLL TlXl 
r:cK.E7.2) ClLL TlX2 
IF(X.E~.3) :lLL T~XJ 
IF(K.G::.~) C.U.L 'UH 
"'lS = ".'A - Pl 
~G~O : R~~~(~) - ZXZ 
~~•E! 
o.~~ :• 
~~; E~ 
Q''J:'• 
····- ... 
= 
= 
= 
= 
R ~IET + TlS 
O'IF:":" + ".'UCF(!O 
?~;::T - z:O~l(!<) 
R'.lE! - lSC 
R~1E~ - ZX:! 
~~:OT(~) : R!!ET 
r:ci.::.:.2) GO TO 3392 
R~lE':' = 
::'.NAT(!':') = (P~IOT(K) + erH~T(!".-1) + RNQT('.':'-2))13.0 
139 839~ ~SC?;T = ?~ET/Cl.O + ;lT!)*• K 
190 DS~~E'!' = DSnET • :::sc~;':,' 
1.'H lf'C = VPUSE(K) 
1'!4 
1.95 
96 
97 
98 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
TCHNG = ':'CHl:G - VR!JSE(!C) 
~~cs~ = -:cos~CK) ... rc;:;r:r; • l·vv + ZC8'l(~) 
l::cs: = lNCST - :ls - ~~XC?(~) 
:'CE ~iG = 'IP. 'JS E ( !':) 
?':PC = D S~tE':' 
~r ::: !='"..OlTC".) 
!'~ = C. 0 - R !". 
140 
1?9 
200 
201 
202 
203 
20 4 
205 
::o& 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
:; 
c 
c 
r:: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
,. 
'-
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
,. 
'-
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
.. 
I. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
;: 
c 
TABLE XXXV (Continued) 
RPOLY = RATE "' ?VRC I Cl - {l • ~AT::) •• PK) 
1RITEC5,9250)~ 1 RTR~{K),RCRO,AUCST,PVRC,RNET,R~A:(K),RFOLY 
nso raP~ATC • o• ,T::, r2,n1,no.2,r2s, FB .2,n6, n2.2, TS2, M.2, :r6a, F9. 2., 
19,Fl0.2,!105,Fl0.2) -
20 ctJ!1'l'I$JE 
'iiR ITE(5, ?375) 
9375 FOR~ATC 1 - 1 ,T5,l15( 1 - 1 )) 
ORATE= R1TE "' 100.0 
~RIT!(S,9750) ~RATE 
97so :-ORI' ATC• - •, T42, • or scoTJ~~ !UTE•, 3X, rs. 2 ,J x, • PERCEw~ • > 
:•RITE CS, 7) DLIST 
7 FOR~UTCF10.2) 
::!!TUR:: 
E~I !) 
••••••••••••~•••~•~••••••••••••••••••••w••••••••••'lf"fr••••••••••• 
SU~l'OU·I~IZ r.risus 
:xJLP = IMSL r.I~E:.R ~ROGR1~MINC suaROUTI~:: 
..... ,.,.,.,. ....... r.,PORT:.~r".' :':J :::rI~IE [.? ~UTP!:( AS sr::crrr::o ................. . 
·~ .................... ~·r -:::~ :~r.tcrtir~:G ~~ca::.:~~::~:rs • ............... _ .............. . 
t.r:lOR ?"GGRA:rnr:;G :.RG:JE~E:;rs [.!STE!) 3'.::LG:..: 
A = "'ATlHX OF '.J!''E':srmr ~1+1'2+2 SY:: C01'i'Ar::r:1G nr:: 
CCEFFIC!E!lTS 07 THS "!l !~C:QU..\£.ITY ca~STlUI!lTS 
I~ THE !l'IRST Ml ROliS PCt.LOlriED 3'{ THE 
COEFFICIE~TS Of THE ~2 EQUALITY CO~STRAI~!S. 
(!~PUT) T'.!E UST no ~OiiS OF A ARE USED 
ONLY AS wORK!N~ STORAGE. 
I;. = :rnlil n~~E~IS IC~ O'F' ~A~R!X A !X.!.C7£. y \S SP'::CIFIED I.!I 
i'HE OI~E~SIO~ S!lT!~!~T I! TH! CALLING ~~OCRAM 
(I:l?!Ji) r:rn ~n~~s a~ A :.RE 2C:QUI!\:::O F'O? 
'.iCRKI~TG SiCR~CE, i\~;Q ::!£~~F"O:tE, !.A ;.1;.!ST 
~OT 2! L!SS T~A~ ~1•"'2•2. 
S = VEC":'CR OF t.E'.'lt;-P. ~l•u2+2 C'Jlf''.':.T:lDC '!'HE Ht.ET HJ..NO 
SIDES OF THE r:EQUALIT'l C:JNST~AI::TS r:: rrs 
::'!RST 'U !:.OCAT!O:iS FOLr.o·..;ED BY THE 1-12 RI:::'.-iT 
HAHO SIDES OF TH! EQOA!:.ITV CO~STRAI~TS. 
CIN?UT) THE LAST TWO ELi~ENTS OF B ARE JSED 
lS \.ICRKillG STO::'..AGE. 
C = W!CTCR ~F £.ENC!H ~ CONTl!H!~G T~E CCEFF!CIS~~S OF THE 
D'.lJEC~!VE r'.!NC'"I'.1~1. (INP'J~) 
141 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
: 
c 
~ 
,. 
~ 
c 
,.. 
~ 
,.. 
... 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
213 
2! 4 
:1 s 
216 
217 
:!19 
219 
2.:0 
:?21 
222 
2::23 
:?24 
:2s 
226 
2=1 
2~u .. ~ 
229 
230 
231 
23 2 
233 
234 
2:5 
236 
TABLE XXXV (Continued) 
?Sot. = '/ECTOR OF r.=:NGTH N CO NT U!i I!l G TH:: ??.I~AL SOL:J !IO~. 
(OUTPUT) PSOL IS ALSO rySED lS ~ORK STORAGE 
AND THEREFORE ~UST 9AVg LENGTH AT LgJST 
!4AX( N, lU +M2). 
OSCL = VEC'!'!JR Or t~?lGTH :"1+~2+2 CC~fT..U:II~lG TJ:E !:U.U. SOLUTION. 
(OUTPUT) 
!\ii = '.<iORK '/ECTOR Cr LE~lGTH c:n+H2+2) • CH•"2•2) + 3·~1+2•!-!2•· 
I!R = ERROR I~DIC~'!'O?. (O~TPaT) 
!?:R: 130 I'lD!CAT!S T~.\'!' UIS LESS'!''.~~~; ~'1+ 11 2+2. 
= 131 rn::irc:.n:s Tf.:.1' T!!~ cos-:: c~IT~qrn:: fL\S rnrnou~:c"" 
IER = 132 I~D!ClT!S '!'HAT !H~ ~AXI~~~ 
RE.lCH!D ::1 zxot.? s us S'lS TE~. 
!ER= 133 INDICATES THAT ~O FEASIBLE SOLUTION EXISTS. 
IER = 70 rnDICATES THAT SO~E ARTIFICIAL VARIABLES R~~AI: 
U THE SCL'.lTIO:i BASIS AT l ZERO l.E'IEL AFTER PRASE : 
T?.IS COOOI4IC1i Cl'! BE: CAUSE[) B'f H.\'II% R::DIJ?:DANT 
CO~ST!tU~;rs. NEV::RTHELESS, A 50tUTI011 IS CC~?UTE!J 
AND RETOPN!D IN ?SOL AND DSCL. 
co~~o, ~LIF!,RlTE,PTF·c:1J,CCST(21J,PCSEJC21),P~2~ 
co~~c~ VRUS!C21J,VCOST(:?l),A~US!(21),T~TtF,D~IST 
co~~c~ IEQ,P~ICEC21),7COST(21),7ER(21),SAL(21) 
co~~o' Il,~,Ml,M2,IE~,I,J,K,1.,Z,S 
COM~ON :RET,VCO,GR!(2l},VC(2l),TAC 
ca~~c~ LA~CC21J,~AS(:1J 
cc~'ON TlPC2l),TS?{21),T~P(2l),TRAC(21),TA~~(21),~0LC(2l) 
CD~MO~ FIECC2l),SPR!~C21J,R!LLC21),~Cut(21),SPFA(21J 
CO~!-!CS T?E(21J,TI:l,T!~:,EXE~ 
CO,~O! Ql,?5,PC,PO,P!,PF,P~,PH,PI,PJ 
co~~o~ T~S,TA,PA 
CCM'°'m; T.UCP(2ll 
I~TEGE~ IA 1 N,Nl,~2,IW(90),IE:~,I,J,X,L,Z 
I~:':'EGE:-! 1:0 
RElt l(lJ,4),B(l3),C(1),S,PSCL(ll),DSOL(l3),~~{225) 
R:'.~L c:'Z1' 1 \'C:J 
~EAL ~~8{4),10C(4) 
~EH JO 
~: = 4 
'·!l = 11 
·12 = c 
co = ~·1 ... ~~2 
!.A = :: 
I = l 
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TABLE XX.XV (Continued) 
2~7 1C7 C!"!!;:'!~:~:: 
23 8 J = 1 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
2'50 
251 
252 
2S3 
254 
:ss 
:'5 6 
257 
2~3 
~=~ 
:oo 
261 
262 
263 
254 
265 
266 
:e1 
2613 
269 
270 
2il 
2i2 
273 
274 
::s 
276 
2i7 
-:'7 9 
2'79 
:20 
:-: 1 
:s2 
2:3 
224 
2!l5 
2eo 
:21 
2s: 
2E 9 
_:9c 
lG a cc:1".'I"":: 
?El0(0 ,407l)l(I,J) 
4071 :CP~AT(Fl0.2) 
J = J+l 
I~(J.L~.~) GO TO lQg 
I = I+t 
rr (I.L~.CO) GO TO 10~ 
r: = 1 
109 CONTUUE 
RElD(9, 4072}S(K} 
4072 FOR~AT(Fl0.2} 
l( = fl:+l 
IF (fl:.~~.CO) ~O TO 109 
Ctll :: 3 Cl) 
Ct.AI! = 3(2) 
~~C = ~LAI + C~A!! 
:.rn r-::: cs, ?33 > 
633 FC~!-!AT(l~l) 
'JiF!':'ZC5, 3322) 
~322 FnP~AT( 1 - 1 ,Ts,11sc•••)) 
·~R I7E{5, :4-t) 
0 4-t ::o::i~·l"."('-',':'42,'LI:r;::A'.". '."?OGR:.:! GU":?']":',///' 1 ,".':S,•!."':•-HA'IO sr: 
lCCS~IC!E~=~s J~ !HE cc~:s~RAI~~S',T6J,·~r~:~~ ~~~;o sr:~ c~ CO~S~R!: 
2' ) 
DO 36 t = 1, CO 
AIRITE{6,857) l{I,l), A(!,2), .H!,3), A(l,4), 3(I) 
35 7 :GP~ l ':'(' I, Tl i ,FS. 2, T27, FS .2, T3 7, F'S. 2, T4 7, :s. 2, l' 6i ,F 8 .2 ) 
36 COHTI:'iUE 
lll\1TE(5,BS8) . 
'358 FOP!o!A'!'( 1 0',Tl7,'~fE'!' RETUR~IS PER ACR!' 1 T50,'lCRE3 ?L:.:ITED•,Tll6,• 
lT ?i:lOFtT',//' ',Tll,"lE:..q•,T22,•CRO? l•,'.'.'32,'CROP 2',!~2,•CP.OP 
2TS2,•CTO? 4'/:'62,'CRC? 1' 1 Ti2, 1 CRC? 2',"."32,•CRO? 3 1 ,':'92,•CROP 4' 
3116,• SSS ~-ss•) 
1 . ., 
..... 
111 
DO 366 Z=l,15 
r - • 
... - .. 
JO.:: S' l •;<" C j) 
CO ~:;1 N''~ 
R:'.AD(9,2540} GRE':',7CO 
:'OR~.,;{ 2?10.2) 
Ir(L.GT.2) GO TO 7469 
I:CJO.LE •• 003) GRET = G~ST • O.O 
IF{JO.GT •• 003.ANO.JO.LE •• 01'3) G~!T=GRET•.2 
IFCJO.GT •• 013.ANO.JO.LE •• 067) GRET=GF.ET•.4 
!?(JO.C,':' •• 067.AND.JO.LE •• 134) GRET=GF.E'!'•.6 
IrCJO.GT •• 184.lND.JO.LE •• 382) G~!T.::GRET•.3 
IF{JC.GT •• 61'3.lN~.JO.LE •• 316) GaET=GRET•l.2 
IF(JO.~T •• 816.ANO.JO.LE •• 933) GRET=GPE":•l.4 
IF(JO.~T •• 933.ANC.JO.t! •• 9S2) GR~T=GRST•l.5 
~F(JC.~T •• 9S2.l3D.JO.LE •• 997) GRET=GRET•l.S 
!F(JO.~T •• 997.l~O.JO.LE.1.0) GR!T=GRET•2.0 
r:;o iC ""463 
I~{JO.LE •• 004) GRET = GPET • .1 
IF(JO.~T •• 004.lND.JC.LE •• 022) GRET=CRET•.29 
IF(JO.~T •• 022.ANO.JC.LE •• 078) :RZT=CRET•.46 
!:{JC.~! •• 078.A~D.JO.LE •• 198) GR:'!'=GRET•.~4 
r:(JC.~T •• 193.l~D.JO.LE •• 39) GRET=G~ET·.s: 
:?{JO.~T •• 61.l~O.JO.L! •• 302) GR!T=~~ET•l.13 
!!(J0.~! •• 302.A~D.JO.L~ •• 922) GRET=CPET•l.36 
143 
"<l..., ~- .. 
293 
2, 4 
::'JS 
296 
297 
298 
299 
300 
30l 
302 
303 
304 
305 
30 6 
307 
30~ 
3C9 
310 
Jl 1 
312 
313 
314 
315 
315 
317 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
J:3 
c 
c 
c 
TABLE XXXV (Continued) 
IFCJC.~! •• 922.AnD.JC.t~ •• 978) GR~!=~RET•l.54 
!F(JC.~T •• 973.1~;0.JO.~E •• 996) ~RET=G~~T·l.72 
::'(JO •. '.:T •• 99'5. -UID.JO.LE.l .0} GR!::'::=Gl\C:T'"l .'? 
7463 ~GO(L) : G?~T 
'TOC(!.) = vca 
C(L) = G~ET - 1CO 
L = L+l 
IF (L.EQ.2) GD TO 111 
IF (L.~Q.J) GO TO 112 
IF (L.~Q.4) GO TO 111 
Cl LL :XJ LP o, u, a,c,~, !ll ,M2, s, ?SOL,DSOL,l'il, Iii, IER) 
~RITE(6,361) :,C(l),C(2),C(3),C(4),PSOL(l) 1 PSOL(2),PSCL(J},PSOt( 
1,S 
861 F'OR!U'!'(' • , Tl2, I2, T21,F'7. 2, !31, f7. 2, !41, F7. 21rs1, F' 7. 2,1." 61,F'7. 2, 1." 
l,F7. 2.,1."8 l, r7 .2, T9l, f'1. 2, Tllo,n a. 2) 
R~R~{Z) = S 
GRE(Z):: (~GO(l) • PSCL(l)) • (~CC(2) • ?SOt.(2)) + (i'.GO(J) •?SC 
13)) + CR~0(4) • ?SOL(4)} 
'ICC'Z) = (V!'.)C(l) "'?SC!.{l)) +(!/DC{'.?}• :'SCI.('.?))+ CVOC(J) • PSCL 
1)} + (70C(1) • ?3CL(4)) 
1."aP{Z) = ?SOL(l) + PSCL(2) + ?SQL(3) + PSCL(4J 
7SP(Z) : ?SCt(3) + ?S~L(4) 
".''~P(ZJ :: ?SOL(l) +- ?SGLC::) 
T~lC(:) : (~.~03 • !~F(~)) • (l.4q1 • 7S?(!)J 
::'.CUL(Z) = TS?(Z) 
JP~l(Z) = !S?(Zl 
RILL(!) = T~?CZJ 
SP~IN(Z) = 2.0 • T~?(Z) 
P'IEC(Z) = TA"?CZ) 
·~CLD('Z) = TA?(Z) 
TH:l(Z) = T..\?(Z.) 
366 cm1n~r.e: 
·.<IRIT!(5, 'H22) 
S422 FOR~lT( 1 - 1 ,TS,llS{ 1 ~•)) 
s::s ROO':' I ?1::: C lLC 
C~!...C S~S~OU~I~t~ CAtcrr.~-ES COST::i ?OR !!.C~ \SS;:~ 
DEAL JL~(21J,I~P 
l'.E A.t l 
327 co~~CN ~LIF!,RITE,~T~~(21J,COST(21),PUSEOC21),.,~~~ 
328 COM~O~ VRCSEC21J,WCOS~(:1J,l~ryscc211,TcTLF,DLIST 
32 9 CC"l'O~! n:a, P!UC::: (21), •c:JS'!'(21), 7'.:: '.'.( (21), s .U.( 21) 
33 0 cn~}AOr~ I l, ~1,~n,M2, IER, I,J,K, ~,z,s 
331 CO~lo'O~l ;::i:;T,'lCO, GRE( :?:), VC(21 ), TAC 
332 CO~l'ON LAND(21),M1N(2l) 
~3 3 CD!.l"m; Tl? ( 21), ! SP (21), ".''.~?(21), TP AC (21 ), 7 A:ID (2:), ;.12!.::l (2 l) 
334 CO~l'O~ FTEC(21J,SPRIC(21J,~ILLC2l),RC~L(21),SP?l(2l) 
335 cor111m: -:'?E(21),TI!ol,T:'.",!'"XE:~ 
336 CO~MON Ql,?E,?C,?D,PS,P~,?G,?~,?I,?J 
327 COM!o!C!i T~S,!..\,PA 
333 CC!')olO~f T' UC!l(21) 
339 DO 5 l=l,21 
340 TCOST CI) = O. 0 
3 4 1 Jt !{ ( I ) = 0 • 0 
c 
144 
343 
344 
345 
346 
347 
349 
349 
3SO 
351 
352 
3S3 
354 
355 
356 
JS7 
3~8 
359 
360 
36 l 
362 
363 
364 
365 
366 
367 
:69 
369 
3'70 
3'71 
3'72 
3'73 
374 
3'75 
3'76 
:11 
31e 
319 
330 
381 
382 
31:3 
35 4 
3~5 
386 
387 
Jes 
389 
390 
391 
392 
393 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
TABLE XXXV (Continued) 
I~!I':'I .U. r z: SC~!~U TIO~ GF USE 'I ~RU3L.S 
USE = o.o 
'!lJ. '{ = !. 0 
HOF = 1. 07 
USE = USE + A.~ICSE Cl) 
IF(lEQ • .EQ.2)G0 TO 30 
If ( IE Q. E Q • 3 ) GO TO 40 
I:' ( IEQ. E Q. 4) GO TO 50 
IF C IEQ.E Q.5) G:J TO 60 
IF CIEQ. E Q. 6) GO TO 70 
rr(!EQ. E Q. 7) GO TO 80 
IF{IEQ.E:Q.8)C0 ?O 90 
!F'(!EQ.EQ.9)GO TO 100 
~!~~EST COST EQUATION FOR GlS TRACTOR 
TAR= 0.0193 • ((USE I 1000.0 ) ~•2.159) 
JL~(l) = TlR • ?~E~ 
".'COST (l) = Jt:-C Cl) • !~'F 
~COST{l) = TCOST(l} • WXY 
DO 10 !=2,"Lff?.: 
'JSE ='JS::; + A~lJSE(I) 
TlR = C.0183 • ((USE I 1000.U ••2.159) 
JLKCI) = T~R • ?~EW 
TCOSTCI) = JI..~(!) - JtKCI-1) 
TC CST(!) = TCD ST tr) • (! ~F HI) 
TCOST(!) = TCDST(!) * ~XY 
l 0 CO!IT UUE 
?..ETURN 
C ~ID~ES~ COST EQC~T!ON FOR DIESEt TRlCTOP 
30 TlR = ~.0120 r (( OSEI 1000) r•2.~33) 
JLX (1) = '!' .l'.R " P ~lF.ll 
TCOST(l) = JLK(l} " t~F 
TCCSTCll = TCOST(l) * W~Y 
JO 35 ! = 2, '!I.IF!:: 
as:: = ~SE + 1~/0SE( !) 
Tl?= ~.012~ • {( USE I 1000) ••2.033) 
JLK(I) = TlR • ?~E~ 
TCOST(!} = JLK(l) - JL~(I-1) 
TCCST(I) = TCOST(I) * (I~F ••!) 
TCOSTC!) = TCOST(!) * mXV 
3 5 ~O'lTINUE 
RETURN 
C 11D~EST COST EQUlTIO~ FOR LPG TRACTOR 
40 TlR = ~.0131 • ((USE I 1000.0} ••2.122) 
JL~{!) = TAR " ?9EW 
TCOSTCl) = JLK(l) • I~F 
TCOST(l} = TCOST(l) • WXV 
JO 45 ! 2,:~r:E 
OSE ~ ~S + ~NOSE{!) 
TlR = G. 131 • ({USE I 1000.0) ••2.122) 
JL!(I) = TAR " P~E~ 
TCOST{l) = J~~(I) - J!..~(I-1) 
'!'COST(!) = '!'COST(!} ... (!~IF 0 !} 
TCCSTC!) = '!'COST(I) * ~XY 
145 
146 
TABLE XXXV (Continued) 
c ~!D~EST COST !Q!JATIO~ f8R UQLD.?LC~S 
394 SO TAR= ~.0700 • {(USE I 10~0.0) •• 1.810) 
395 JLK(l) = TA~ • ?~E~ 
396 7COST(1) = JLK{l) • I~!F 
397 TCOSTCl) = TCOST{l) • 'liXY 
398 '.)0 55 : = 2,~IFE 
399 OSE = !JSE + A?IUSE(l) 
400 TlR = O.OiOO *((USE/ 1000.0) "'* 1.810) 
401 JLK{I) : T.\R • ?NEW 
402 TCOSTCI) = JLK{l) - JLK(I-1) 
403 TCOST(I) = TCOST(I) 1r (I?IF HI) 
404 TCOSTCI} : TCOSTCI) "'tlXY 
405 55 CO~TI~Ut 
406 ~ETURN 
C ~HD~::~ COST tQU .\TIC~ F::JR 01 SK iHRRO"S 
407 50 TAR= 0.0025 * (( OS~ I 1000.0) •• 1.714) 
408 JLX(l) = TAR • ?~E~ 
409 ':'COST(l) = JU:Cl) • r:;: 
-n 0 TC OST(!.) : TCO ST (l ) • '.iX'l 
411 D!J 65 ! = 2 1 '1.lFE 
412 'JSE = 'ISE + A?lOSE( I) 
413 TA?= ~.0025. {( as:: I 1000.0) ... l.7H) 
414 JLKCI) = TAR • ?~E~ 
415 ".'COST{~) = JL'<(I) - J!.K(I-1) 
416 •COS7(!:) = TCOST(I) • C::~lf .,..I) 
417 TCOS7{!) = TCOSTCI) • ~X! 
418 6 5 co ::Tl :1~:: 
419 RE':'URN 
C ~ID~ES':' COST EQUATIO~ FOR FIELD CULTIVATORS 
420 70 TlR = 0.0103 * {(USE I 1000.0) •• 1.400) 
421 JLJ!:(l) = UR • ?~tE'M 
422 TCOSTCl) = J[..'1:(1) • I~!F 
423 '!'COST(l} = TCOST(l} " iiXY 
424 DO 75 I = 2, ~'LIFE 
425 USE = ~SE + A~OSE(I) 
426 Tl!<= J.0103" ((USE I 1000.0) ""'1.400) 
427 JL~(I) = l~R • ?~f~W 
429 TCOS7CI) = JLK(I} - JLK(!-1) 
4:;:9 ".'COST(r) = TCOST(l) •(!:IF ,..I) 
4'.30 '\'COST(I) = !'COSi'(I) • '.CXY 
431 75 CONT!~UE 
422 RETURN 
C ~ID~ES'!' COST EQUATIO: FOR GRA£~ DRILLS 
433 "30 TAR= 0.0359 * ((OSEI 1000.C) ,.,. 2.626) 
434 JLJC:(l) = TAR * i''.'lEW 
4:? s '!'COS'!' (1} = JLK (l} • r:.r 
430 !'COST (l) = TCOST ( l) " 11:'.Y 
437 DO 35 ! = 21 1'1.LIFE 
431:3 '.JSE =USE + A~OSE(I) 
439 TAR= 0.0359 • (( USE I 1000.0) •* 2.626) 
440 JLl<(I) = UR " P~Eli 
441 '!'COS':(!)= JLK{I} - ,JI.K(I-1) 
442 '!'COST(!) = TCOSTCI) • (!~F "•l) 
443 ".'COST(!) = TCOST(I) • 'll~Y 
444 85 COH~I~1E 
445 RETURU 
c ~ID~ES'!' COST EQUlTIO~ FO~ RO~ catTIVATO~S 
446 'JO '!'A?= 0.0094" {( '.JSE I !.000.0).., 2.207) 
447 JL!":(l) = TAR • ?~lE~ 
448 "'.'COST(:.' = JL.Hl' ... r:r 
TABLE XXXV (Continued) 
449 ".'CCST( ) = T::'.JST{l) * !iX.'! 
-1'50 uG ;5 = 2,"Lff:'. 
451 'JSE = SE + :.~IUSE( !) 
4=2 TA~= .0094 • (( us:: I lC:JC.·'.J) 0 2.207) 
453 Jt!(( I) : :'AR • ?~IE'.i 
454 ".'COST(I) = JL~{l) - Jl!\(I-1) 
.;ss '!'COSTCI> = rcosTo> .. emf --o 
456 TCOST(I) = TCOST(I) * ~XY 
457 95 COMT!NOE 
4!8 RETU::lN 
c UT!ONWI".:'E COST EQU.\T!a:r FCR ~OIJNT!D S?!UYSRS 
459 100 TAR= 0.0499.,. ((USE I 1000.0) •• 1.4) 
460 JLKCll = T..\R * ?~EW 
461 TCOST(l) = JLK{l) .,. r::F 
462 ""COST<l) = TCOST Cl) • liX'i 
463 00 105 I = 2,~LI!E 
464 '.JSE = 'rSE + .\llUSE( I) 
465 :'..\R = J.0499 • (('JSE I 1000.:)) ..., 1.-tl 
466 JLK(I) = T1R • ?~!~ 
467 TCOS:'(l) = JLK(!) - JtK(!-1) 
468 ".'COS~(!) = TCOST(I) • (I~f ••!) 
4"g ".'COST(!) = TCOST(!) • '!l'f.'l 
470 lJS co~~I~~E 
4'71 "::".''JR~ 
-t72 
4~3 
474 
475 
~'7 6 
<\7'7 
-ns 
479 
4~0 
4e1 
482 
48 J 
.;2 4 
:\85 
481:l 
4e7 
-i~ e 
489 
490 
4?1 
492 
J'} 3 
4'.'l 4 
4?: 
.196 
497 
4°8 
499 
50rJ 
:o 1 
".C2 
503 
!:C 4 
505 
4'.) 
51 
52 
53 
SU3POOTI:IE T.Ul 
COM~ON ~LlP'E:,;a TE, FT~!!( 21) ,COS':' (21), PUS:: D ( 21), ?'I:::• 
COMMON V~USE(21),VCOS~(21) 1 ASUS!(21),TD'!'Lf,JLIS7 
COM~ON ISQ,P~Icec21),".'CCS".'C21),TER(21),SAL(21) 
COMMO~I I..\, ~l,1ll,H2, IE?, I,J,:<, t,:,s 
CCM~ON GRET 1 VCO,GRE(21),WCC2l),TlC 
COMMO~ LlN0(21),~l~{21) 
COM.!'m; T.\P(2l),TSP(2l),".''1P(21),i'RlC(21),':'.:.~:;)(21), 'CLV(21) 
COMMON FIEC(2l),SP~I~C:l),RlLLC21),RC~t(:lJ,S?~1C:l) 
C'OM!o!O~I 'I' :'E: (21), TIN 1 '!' :::~·,':XE:~ 
CDM~C~ ~A,?9,?C,PD,?S,P~,PG,?3,?I,?J 
COMMON TlS,T..\,?l 
COM!IO~ T lXC'l (21) 
!F(TI~.L!.O.) GO TO 49 
tF(TI~:.L~.QA.1~0.TI~l.~~.O.) ~a TO ''il 
IrCTY~.LT.?! • .\~O.TIN.~Z.Ql) GO TD 52 
IF(TIX.L'!'.PC.AND.TIN.GE.?3) GO 70 53 
!FCTI~.L".'.?C.l~D.TIS.GE.PC) GO TO 54 
IFC7I~.L~.?S.~SJ.~!~.~E.?C) GO '!'O 55 
IFCTI9.LT.PF.l~D.TIN.G!.PE) GD TO 
c:;, ~0 
!FCTI~.~!.PF.l~i,.Tt:;.GE.PF) GD TO 57 
!F(~I~.~~.PH.~~D.T!~.~E.?C) '.':Q ':'O 53 
I?(':'!S.L7.?I.1~J.TIN.'.':E.~H) GO TO 59 
IFCTIS.LT.?J.A~J.':'I~.GE.?ll GO 78 60 
!:'(':'I';.:;::. ?J) ~a TO 51 
T..\ = o.o 
GO 'TO 67 
-· = . " 
1'I 'l • .1 
r:o ~c 61 
-· ',. = l ~ 0 t. + (.21 .. (".'I'.; - ~ :.n 
GO ':'0 :s: 
-::. : 2~55. + {.24 .. < :r~: - P?)) 
co TO 67 
147 
506 
'i07 
'i08 
'iC 9 
510 
511 
512 
513 
514 
515 
516 
517 
513 
519 
520 
521 5.,.., 
.... 
52 3 
524 
s:5 
5:5 
527 
5:8 
'i29 
530 
531 
53 2 
533 
534 
535 
536 
"i37 
538 
539 
540 
541 
'i~2 
'543 
'i44 
545 
541' 
~47 
S'iS 
'i49 
550 
'i'H 
552 
553 
55 4 
555 
S56 
557 
SSd 
r: 
S'i 9 
550 
561 
562 
<;6 3 
TABLE X:XXV (Continued) 
5~ !1 : 3271. + (.23 • (TI~ - PC)) 
'.:O TC 57 
55 Tl= 4505. + (.32 • CT!~ - PD)) 
co 70 r,7 
56 Tl = 6201. + (.J7 • CTI~ - ?!)) 
CO ':'O 57 
57 Tl= 8162. + (.43 • CTI~ - P~)) 
GO TO 57 
sa Tl= 12720 •• (.49 • CT!' PG>> 
GO TO 57 
59 Tl= 1~678. • (.54 • CT!~ - PS)) 
r;o !O '5 '7 
60 !l = 3350:. + (.59 • (TIN - P!)J 
:':O TO 67 
61 !l: 47544. + (.64 • (TI~ - ?J)) 
CO TO 67 
67 IFCTE,.LE.O.) GO TC 19 
IF ( ~~~.L '!'. QA • .\~ID. TE~r .r:T. J.} 
IF(~EN.~T.?9.l~D.T!~.GE.QA) 
!F(7E~l.LT.PC • .\~O. TE'.1.GE.PS) 
IFC!E,.LT.PD • .\~O.!E9.GE.PC) 
!FCTE~.L!.PE.A!O.T~~.CE.?0) 
!FCT~~:.LT.?F.1~0.rz~.GE.PS) 
!~{~~~.L~.?G.~~o.Ts~.~E.?~) 
! F" C:'E ~l. L ~. ?H.A ~ID. :'E::t. ·~E. ?G) 
!!(7!~.L!.?I,.\~0.7!,.~E.?H} 
!F(!!N.LT.?J.A~~.T!~.CE.P!} 
IFCT!~.CZ.PJ) Ga TO 30 
19 ?A = O. 0 
RET'JRN 
20 ?A = .e- ,. .. 
, 
' - .. . ... 
?E'!'UI<'I 
21 ?A = H04. + (.21 • C':'E:1 -
RETU;:'.~l 
22 ?A = 2: 65. + ( .24 • { .. :" .. , -- .t -
!'E:7C!HI 
23 ?A = J:!i3. • c.n • c-C"H .. w.t -
r::7ryp~! 
24 "' = 4: OS. + ( • 3 '2 " 
( ""'C" .. , 
-. ,. ...... 
?ET URN 
25 ?A = 620 l. + { .37 • ( '!'E ;; -
?E '!'UP.:; 
26 ?>. = 316 2. + (.43 • CTE~ -
~ETUR'l 
27 ?A = 12720. + (.49 .. {TE~I -
RET'JRN 
GO l'O 
GO ~o 
GO TO 
G:J '!'0 
r;:J TO 
GO TO 
';:J :'0 
.:;:J ':'O 
... , ,., !O 
G:J l'O 
QA)) 
?3)) 
PC)) 
PC)) 
?2)) 
PF}) 
P~}) 
23 ?A = 196 1 ~. + (.54 • (T:N - P~)) 
2? ?>. = 33'5!)2. + (.59 • (T':::!I - PI)) 
R~TUP_~; 
3J ?A = 4;54.;. + (.64 • {TEN - PJ)) 
20 
21 
., ., 
...... 
23 
24 
25 
:.i:; 
:7 
:g 
29 
SUEFOU':'I :IE T :.X2 
co~~a~ ~LIFE,RATE,?T0r(21) 1 COSTC21),PUSgC(21),P1~W 
co~~ON VRUS~(21),VCOSTt2l},ANOSE(2l),'!'0TtF,DLIST 
CO~PC~ IEQ1 PRICE(21) 1 '!'COST(21J,!ERC21),SAL(21) 
CO ~~c·1 ! A, ~l" >'l, ~ 21 IE:?~ I ,J, K1 L, Z, S 
148 
564 
565 
566 
"'67 
568 
569 
570 
571 
572 
5'73 
5;4 
575 
516 
577 
579 
579 
SSC 
581 
'ii? 2 
583 
S84 
ses 
S?.6 
:21 
Sc8 
589 
S?O 
'591 
592 
593 
594 
5?5 
596 
~97 
5?9 
599 
500 
6C 1 
6C 2 
603 
~1"4 
6C5 
60 6 
607 
6C S 
609 
lill 
612 
613 
614 
615 
61 6 
"~ 0.., I 
618 
619 
6:0 
621 
622 
6: 3 
TABLE XXXV (Continued) 
c~~~c~ G~::~,7CO,GR:(2!),VC(21),~1C 
CGM~C~ LA~0(21),~1~(2!J 
co~~:~c~r ~ APC2l) ,1'sr {21), ':':;?(21 >, ':'? ~c c21 ), !.~:::i (21}, .~~'~L: t: :.) 
~(J~}!Q'.i FI£C(2lJ,S:?~r~:(21),:<.rr.L(21),?.C'.JL(:2:),S?"1(:1.) 
':O!•!ION ":'!:'E(21) 1 t"IN_.!!':,~xE~A 
cc~~a~ Ql,P3,?C,PD .. ?E_.P~,PG,PH,?!,?J 
COMMOS TlS,!l,?l 
CO~l'ON 1'lXCR(21) 
IF{TI~.LE.O.J CO TO 150 
IF(TIN.L!.Ql.l~D.T!~.G~.0.) CC TO 151 
IFC!!!.L!.?9.A~O.T!~.GE.QA) 
IFCTIN.LT.PC.lND.1'IN.~E.?9) 
!F(TI9.L!.PC.IND.TI~.G!.?C) 
IFCTI~.LT.?£.lND.Tin.cE.?D) 
IFC!!~.LT.?F.lNO.TI~.G!.?£) 
IFC TUI.LT. ?G.l~I!). T!!l .GE .?F) 
I!C~!~.L":'.?M.lNO.T!~.~E.PG) 
I~C~I~.L~.?I.lUO.TI~.=!.?~) 
!F(TI~l.LT.?J.1!!D.T!~.~E.P!) 
I?(!I~.~Z.?JJ G~ !O 1~1 
G:] 
GO 
.;a 
GO 
'.;0 
G:J 
GJ 
~o 
';J 
!O 
TC 
!O 
"'.'0 
..... 
•'-' 
ro 
·o 
1'0 
:'O 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
153 
l.59 
~ 60 
150 '!'.~ : O.J 
-;o 7C 7i 
151 ... = ·~ ,, .. .C9 '~ .. 
..... ~ .... 71 )'~ 
-· = l: 3 t. + ( . l ') • c·"' 0 - ... -~) ) . " ~ .. 
-::o 70 
_.., 
'i 
. ,,_ 
.:. - .J ':'.:+. = 2~11. + c.:2 • (,,.. T •• a J. - ~ - ? "'.)) GO 70 7i 
!.I. = 2"l3 7. + (.25 .. (""! ,, - PC)) 
~ ... ~o 77 ,.., 
15~ ... 
'" 
= 4113 '7. + (. 29 • C ':'I~; - .?!J}) 
GO !O 77 
155 "'.'A = 5:74. + {.33 . c;r: - ? :: ) } 
~a :o 71 
'!'..I. = 1; 2 J. + ( .J? • ( ~! ~~ - ?:)) 
Ji.J "'.'C 77 
~. 
= l! -t"ii. + (.44 .... ,. c- ~" ...... - ?·-;) ) 
<1'"' ~o 77 ,. .. 
.... 
= 
1 ... .., _., c; 
... .. , I ~ oJ • ! 59 .. (. 19 • (:'I ~I 
-
?:l)} 
JU ".'C .. i 
".'" = 3:J249. +{. 5 :J • 
,,..,. .... 
-
? I) ) .... ·' 16•1 
,..n 
~~ TC 77 
-· = .;:1-19. + (.SO • ( TI:l - PJ}) ·" 161 
-;o ;c 77 
77 IF(T2~.L2.C.) GO TC 11? 
IF(!£~.L~.J~.,~;~.~E~Z.CT.O.} GO !O 120 
IFCT£N.L~.?9.A:~D.T~~-~2.aA) G8 ~o :21 
!~(TZ1.L!.?C.AND.7!~.~E.?3) G:J ro :22 
!f(T~~.L:.PD.AN~.T::;.CE.PC1 GO ~O l:J 
r~c~z~:.LT.FE.lND.T~N.GE.PD) GO !O ~24 
!FC7S~.L~.P~.ASD.~:~:.~s.P~) GO !C 125 
!FCT!~;.~!.?C.~::~.!EN.GE.PF) GD TO 1:6 
C:J '!'!J 127 
GO ':'O 12<1 
r~c·!~.L·.?R.A??D.T~~~.~E.?C) 
IF(~!N.L .?I.A~D.r~:;.cs.PH) 
IF(TE,.L .?J.!~D.TFN.CE.Pl) GO ~O 
IF(TE~.G .PJ) GO '!'O 130 
?A= C.O 
'O' - .,.. .. 
. . "'\ - .. 
!) .... - • .,.-, • 
.. ~.,I,. J~"\.i 
l "'O 
.L -
,. .O? 
149 
6"". ..... 121 
525 
5:'.6 122 
627 
628 123 
529 
530 124 
531 
632 125 
633 
534 126 
535 
536 12i 
637 
638 129 
639 
6.o!O t:9 
541 
542 130 
643 
5~4 
c 
6..;S 
5.; 6 
647 
548 
549 
650 
651 
652 
653 
654 
655 
656 
6':1 
65tl 
'559 
660 
661 
66 2 
663 
664 
665 
666 
667 
668 
669 
5".'0 250 
6"71 
5;2 251 
5~3 
67 4 252 
6"75 
6'76 253 
677 
s;e 2~. J~ 
5;9 
68 0 ~ c:i:: 
-'---
6~' 
' 4 
TABLE X:XXV (Continued) 
?A = l: 3 4. + (.19 * ( ~r:" - QA)) 
-·· 1!:T~R~I 
? ,\ = 2Cl 3. + (.22 • , ... ~,. .. ~.i - i?E)) 
RET::~·1 
?A = 2~37. + ( .25 * (':'~~! - PC)) 
RETtJ:rn 
?A = 403 7. + (.29 * C~E~'. - ?0}) 
RETUR~ 
?..\ = 5'57 4. + (.33 * C':'E~ - P::)) 
RETUR~l 
?A = "'323. + { .39 * ( ':' E ~I - PF)} 
RETUR~I 
?A = 11457. + (. 44 • CTE?I - ?G)) 
~E':'tl~N 
?.\ = 177 05. + (.49 • (Tl':~! - ?:!)) ~::T'JR~f 
!'A = 302 49. +( .s 0 * (':'E~: - ?I)) 
RE ':'UR~f 
p .\ :: .v 1 49. + (.so • (':'!!I 
-
?J)) 
:-?~TU?~f 
:'""Ti _ .... ,
3U~~cu-: :~1:: T l.X3 
CC~~O~ utI~~,RA!E,R':'~"(21),COSTC21),?~S~~(21),~~E~ 
CC~!'Q:; VRUSE(:2l},VCCS':'(:'.l),A~:US~(2l),TO:'L:" 1 :JLI.3!' 
CO~NC~ I:;~,PRICE(21),TCOSTC2ll 1 !!R(21),SAL(2l) 
COM~O~ IA,~1 ~1,~2,IER,I,J,K,L,Z,S 
COM~ON G~ET1 VCO,GRE{21},VC{21),TlC 
COMMON LJHD(21},~A3(2l} 
co~~OH TAP(21),TSP(21),"."li?(21),TRJC(21),TA~0(21),:'CLD(21) 
co~~cs FIECC21),SP~I,(21),RILLC21),RC1L{2l),SPRJC21) 
COMMON TPS(21),!I~,T!~,~XE~ 
COM~O~ Ql,?9,?C,?O,?f,?F,?G,?H,?I,?J 
co~~ON TAS,Tl,?A 
CC!o!!-!O'l "'."UCR(2l) 
!E'("'."I~:.t:::. O.) G':J •n 
. " 2SO 
!?(~Is.L:.~~-~~0.7!71.G~.a.) ~o TO 25 ! 
IF(tI:;.L!.P3.A~lO.T!N.~E.Q~) GO :':J ~52 
IF(TI~.LT.?C.A~D.:'I~.~E.?3) GO TO 253 
IF(TI~.LT.?0.l~O.TI].GE.?C) GO TO 254 
!F(TI~.L!.?E.l~D.rI~.GE.?C) GO TO 255 
rFCT!~.LT.?F.l~O.TI~.GE.?!) GO -:-a 256 
IFCTI!.LT.?G.1ND.TI~.~E.PF) GO ':'O 257 
!F(TI~.L?.PH.ANJ.TI3.GE.PG) GO TO 253 
I!(TI~.L"'.".?I.l~~.TI9.~E.?H) GO TO 259 
IF(~IU.LT.PJ.1~0.TI~.~E.?!) GO TO 260 
!F('rI~;.,~~.PJ) GO TO 261 
TA = o. 0 
c;o ':'O 37 
T1 = ..,.'!', • . ..... t • .035 
GO :c ,, .. 
... 
= 1:.4 9. + .... c • l '7 * (':I:! - ~A)) 
t;Q TO ~.., 
T.\ = l'H6. + (.19 * (':'I" - ?9)) 
r,o c ~7 
., 2~~ ~. + (.23 .. (TI:: - PC)) . _, 
C:D c <:i 
.. 35 5 6. + (.26 * (:'I~: - PD)) .:.."\ 
GO 8 ~~ "'.·I 
150 
632 
683 
684 
68S 
686 
637 
688 
689 
690 
691 
692 
693 
69..:\ 
695 
696 
697 
698 
699 
700 
701 
:02 
.. 03 
704 
'"'CS 
':'Co 
707 
708 
709 
"'10 
711 
712 
713 
714 
715 
"'16 
717 
713 
719 
;-zo 
721 
722 
723 
7:4 
725 
726 
727 
729 
77.9 
730 
c 
"731 
i32 
733 
'73 4 
735 
72b 
737 
.,., "' 
'"' ~ 
;39 
TABLR XX.XV (Continued} 
256 ".'.\ = ~:'3 4. + (.30 .. {".'I:: -
-;a TO '37 
257 T.\ = 562 4. + { .3 5 .. (TI~: -
GO TO 37 
253 T.A = 10334. + {.40 • (T!!I -GO TO 87 
259 TA = 15014. + (.~ • (TIN -
GO TO 97 
260 Tl = 27278. + (.48 • (1'!ll -GO TO 37 
261 TA = 3'!702. + (.SO • {T!?I -GO TO '!7 
87 IF(T!N.Lz.a.) GO TO 219 
IFCT!~.L!.Ql.l~D.T!N.GT.O.) 
IF( TtS. LT. ?B. ,UJD. TtN .GE. QA) 
IFCTE!.LT.?C.lNO.T!~.~S.?8) 
I1(".'!!.LT.?D.l9D.TE~.CE.PC) 
I!(".'!fl.L".'.PE.A~D.T!~.~E.PO} 
I!CTE~.LT.?F.ANO.T!N.GE.?E) 
IFC".'Etl.LT.PG.A~D.TE~.GE.PF) 
!F(TEJ.L".'.?9.ANO.!E~.~E.PG) 
!F{T!,.L".'.?I.A~D.TE~.GE.PY) 
IF(T!~.LT.?J.ASD.T!~.C!.?!) 
., ., ·1 
_ ... 
T!(T!~.~!.?J) GO TO 2~0 
DA : o. J 
220 ?A = T<:N ... ass 
~::1'UR~J 
? ! ) ) 
P::')) 
?G)) 
P~)) 
?!)) 
?J)) 
GO TO 220 
GO TO 221 
GO TO 222 
GO ':O 223 
GO TO 22 4 
;o ":'O 225 
GO ':O 2:6 
GO TO 227 
GO ":'O 22g 
G8 TO 22'.J 
221 Pl : 114~. + (.17 ,,. {TE~ - QA)) 
RETURN 
222 ?A = 1146. + {.19 • (':'E~ - P9)) 
RETURN 
223 !'A : 2544. 
224 PA = 3656. 
R!TUR:I 
2:s ?~ = 5·j3 4. 
::!E T'J~ ~ 
225 "A : 6'52 4. 
RE':'UR~I 
227 ?:. : 10334. 
RETU~~! 
+ 
+ 
.. 
+ 
( .2 J ... 
(.26 • 
c .3 a .. 
(.35 .. 
+ (. 40 
{ ':'E!I 
-
?C)) 
( ':'E ~i 
-
? !:l)) 
( ""':'"-· ...... 
-
? :: ) ) 
C~E~ - Pf)) 
.. ( ".' ,,.., 
-
?G)) ........ 
22~ ?A = 15014. + (.44 • (T!9 - ?~)) 
?.F.TUR~l 
229 Pl= 27278. + (.48 • (TSN - PI)) 
~ETUR:< 
230 ?1 = 3~70:. + (.SO • (TE~ - PJ)) 
SU".'RO!J-gE T..V:4 
co:!t1m; ~ 1 !.IF'E,;UTE:, R'!'~~'.(~l ),CCST (21), ?US::DC21 ), ?~IE'li 
COM~CN YRUSE(21),VCOS•(21) 1 19DSE(21),:0TLF,JLIS7 
COUMOS IEQ,?PIC!(2l),TCOST(21),TER(21),S~L(21) 
CQ!J~IQ~/ !.\,!I, 1U, M 2, IE~, I,J, !C, L, Z, S 
co~~C9 ~~ET,7CO,GRE(21),YC(21),TAC 
cc~~o~ Ll~D(21),~AN{21) 
:o "?-'!J:; 1' AP ( 21) IT SP ( 21) I T'4? ( 21 ) I ':"F AC ( 21), ": A!i:; ( 21) , :! CL D ('.' l) 
cc~~c~ f!EC(21),SP?I~(21),RILL(21),?CUL(21),SPR~(21) 
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TABLE XXXV (Continued) 
'MO ':O!'~m: T 0 !::{21),TIN,T::::,::xE~' 
741 CC~MO~ Ql,PB,?C,PO,P~,PF,PG,PS,?I,?J 
742 coq~a~ ;o1s,T1,?1 
7~3 ca~~c~ T1XCR(2l) 
744 IFC!I!l.LP:.O.) GO :'O 350 
745 IF(TI~.L'!'.QA.ANO.TIN.GT.0.) GO TO 351 
746 IFCTIN.L!.P9.ANO.TIN.CE.QA) GO TO 352 
747 IFCT1N.LT.PC.AND.TIN.CE.P9) GO TO 353 
748 IFCTIN.LT.?O.AND.TIN.GE.?C) GO TO 354 
749 IFCTIN.LT.?E.A:IO.TI?l.GE.PO} GO TO 355 
7SO IP'C'l'IN.L':'.?F.,UIO.TI~.CE.PE) GO 70 356 
751 IFC!I~.LT.PG.1ND.TIN.CE.PP) GO TO 357 
752 IFCTI~.LT.PH.1~0.TIN.GE.PG) GO TO 358 
753 IF{TIN.LT.?I.1no.TIN.GE.PR) GO TO 359 
754 IF{TI~.LT.?J.1~0.TIN.CE.PI) GO TC 360 
"'SS IF(Tl~.GE.PJ) GO TO 361 
756 350 TA = 0.0 
757 GO ':'O ')7 
758 351 TA = T:~ • .09 
;59 ~a ".'O n 
760 352 TA = 1Qq5 •• {.16 • CTI~ - ~1)) 
751 GO TC ?7 
~52 353 ".'l = 1~41. • (.le • (".'I~ - ?9)) 
763 -;o TO 11 
764 35~ Tl : :~?7. • (.22 • (".'!~ - PC)) 
765 GO TO '?7 
766 355 Tl= 3465. • (.25 • CTI~ - PO)) 
767 GO TO 'J7 
768 J56 Tl = 4790. + (.28 • (".'!~ - PE}) 
769 GO TO 97 
770 J57 n = 6:74. • (.33 • ('!'!~l - PF)) 
7"1 GO TO 'J7 
172 353 Tl = 9772. + (.JS • {TI~i - PG)) 
7"3 GO TO n 
774 359 TA = l'il 58. + (. 42 * (T"!~I - ?~}) 
775 GC TO "l7 
7:6 350 T:. = :20::920. + (.45 " ('~Tl - ?I)J 
-:11 ".;O ~c J: 
778 361 !1 = 35630. • (.49 * CTI~ - ?J)J 
7i 9 GO TO "J7 
730 97 IF(TE~.LS.0.) GO TO 319 
~!l IF(TE:.LT.QA.ANO.!Z9.GT.O.) GO TO 320 
7e2 IF(TES.LT.?B.1~0.T!~.G!.~A) GO TO 321 
~q3 IF(!!J.L'!'.PC.ASD.T!N.CE.PB) GO TO 322 
i34 IF{TE9.LT.?D.AHD.TEH.G!.PC) GO TO 323 
7ES IF(T!~.LT.?E.A9D.T!N.G!.?D) GO TO 324 
736 IF(T!~.L·.?F.AHD.TEH.G!.?E) GO TO 325 
7~7 IFCT!9.LT.PG.l9D.TE9.GE.?~) GO TO 326 
7E8 IF(T!S.LT.?H.lND.TE9.GE.PG) GO TO 327 
~s9 IFCTEN.LT.?I.A90.TEN.~E.P9) GO TO 323 
~90 IF(T!H.LT.?J.AND.T!H.GE.PI) GO ro 329 
791 ff(Tf.~l.G!.PJ) GO TO 330 
792 3l'J ?A = O.O 
793 ~ETUml 
79 4 3 2 0 ? J.. = T: :1 " • OS 
795 R!TUR~ 
796 321 ?.\ = 1~3~. + {.16 * (TE~ - QA)) 
3 .,., 
-" 
~£~~R!1 
;i:. = i~·u . 
""' ... "'""''' •. :.. • vrt ·• 
• (.18 • (".'!:: - pg)) 
152 
300 
9Cl 
302 
903 
904 
805 
30b 
807 
aos 
309 
910 
'Hl 
912 
'.313 
314 
915 
915 
TABLE XXXV (Continued) 
3:3 ?.\ : :49". • ( .22 " (~::•; - ?C)) 
3 ., • 
.. -t 
325 
326 
327 
::iET~R:; 
?A : 3465. + (.25 * (':'E~ - PC)) 
iu::TTJR~I 
Pl: 4790. + {.28 •(TE:: - PE)) 
RETUR!I 
?A= 6274. + (.33 *(':'EU - ?F)). 
RETURN 
PA = 9772. + (.JS * en::~ - PG)) 
RET!JR~I 
323 ?l = 15168. + (.42 " (TE~ - ?~)) 
RE TUR~ 
3l9 ?A = 25920. + (.45 • (!!~ - ?I)) 
:!ETURS 
330 PA: 36630. + (.49 "(T:'.~l - ?J)) 
153 
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